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The ¢ifldish voices ceaseless in their flow.
- Thou knowest, dear Lord, Thy work I try to do,
hast lent me

Till Thine own image in their hearts may be.

And little sins despoil my garden fair.
prayed,

feet,

dim their whiteness

should

lest sin

sweet.
Now they are ngstled ‘neath Thy

wings to rest;

But I am tired, so tired, desr Lord, to-night,
Too gpeot and weary e’en to pray aright.

To-morrow’s tasks arise before my sight;
Bat oh, my Lord, they are 8o heavy grown,
1 faint, and fall; I cannot walk alone!

strength;

Bear Thou my burdens, be in weakness
arms the children ot my

care,

share,

So that Thy blessing 21] their lives may

[ lay me down to sleep with peaceful heart;
brings,
Strength will be given for all the morrow

Till,by and by, our earth souls shall find wings!
— Selected.

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
—The Methodist
both of New York
The circulation of
from 53,000 copies

Christian Advocate,
and
city, have been consolidated.
the latter is thus increased
weekly to about 65,000.

a letter

—Rev. C. H. Spurgeon bas written

D. D., expressing a
to Rev, A. J. Gordon,
senseof high appreciation of his late book,

“ The Ministry of Healing.”
a grand work in
in the old world.

—Joseph Cook has done
the interests of Christianity

Ceylon

Concerning the work in India and

he

“In all I have
wrote to a friend as follows:
made 42 public appearances in India and Ceylon in 84 consecutive days. Thirty of these
buve been eluborate lectures from one to Iwo
hours long, and the others were sermons and
Everywhere I have had as
shorter addresses,
My,
good audiences as at Bombay and Poona.

is an

experience proves that that there

Im-

and growing opportunity for usefulness

lectures

in India by English

on. the highest
May God

philosophical and religious themes.

send reapers into this ripe harvest.
—The Rev. George Theophilus Dodds, the
efficient co-laborer of Mr. McAll, and the
compgnion and interpreter of Mons. Réveilland

in. bis mission to the churches of America two

diedrecently in circumstances most

It is a terrible

blow

i

;

McAll

the

to
:

point ‘bt Wealth, we see by some

re-

the

Col-

cent statistics ¢I'rinity Church comes first
among the religious corporations of New York
Grace Church comes next, and

legiate Dutch Church, St. Patrick’s Cathedral
and the German Church of the Redeemer fol-

low in order. The wealthiest congregation is
said to be Dr. Hall’s Presbyterian Church, the
wealth of whose members is put at from $30,

000,000to $40,000,000. The Episcopal churches lead in number and value, there being Td
churches, valued at $10,032 677. The Roman
Catholics follow, with 58 churches and £8,148,
540, and-then come the Presbyterians, with 53
The Episcopal
churches and ‘$6,285,000.
Chureh is reported to have 70,000 communi
cants—the Methodists, 46,000.

estimate the number of Roman

It is difficult to

com-

Catholic

but they claim ubout half the pop.
municants,
ulation of the city,or 600,000.— Sunday Mag +

azine,

~All the sign? of religious movementjin-Ger-

many go to show that the, oduntry is being
fast prepared for a genuine

‘evangelical

awak«

’ ening. Not ouly are evangelists springingup
over Germany to carry on the work already

begun, but the ery for more of such workers
UL
is becoming importunate.
numberof Congregational colleges

in

the countryis 26, Baptist 21, Methodist Epis-

copal 87, Presbyterian 13.

The

afford

Alaska is a region of great things.

a

Its

Presbyterians

lead ll other denominations inthe number of

their theological seminaries, and the richness
of their endowment, which amountsin the aggregate to $2.842,000,

EE.
SN BL

Mount St. Elias, 19,500 feet.

Here is the

great volcanic system of
States, 61 volcanoes having

the United
been active

‘the

last century.

Here

and some

is the
of these

Here is one of the greftest
is

computed

to

be

2,000

miles long. Here are great material resources. The seal fur fisheries pay" the
vernment a rental and royalty of $317,~
500 a year. Already the United States
has received a revenue of over %3.000,000 from this source.
Then, in addition,
are the furs of the sea otter, fox, mink,
beaver, marten, lynx, otter, bear, and
wolverine ; and, also, the skins of the
reindeer, whistler, mountain
goat and
sheep, ermine, marmot, musk-rat, and

wolf.

Here

is the

great

fish supply.

Vast numbers of salmon, cod, herring,"
halibut, mullet, and ulikon, swarm in

the waters, enough to supply the world's
markets. Here is the great lumber region of the United States, with thousands
of square miles of yellow cedar, shite
spruce, hemlock, and balsam fir’* Indeed, there seems to be no end

in

speak-

ing of the greatness of Alaska.

We

not completed our enumeration.

is very rich in minerals.
all along the coast.

abundantly.

Pure

per, and lead

are

have
Alaska

Coal is found

Petroleum

copper,
found.

is

found

bronze
Iron

cop-

is -com-

mon to many sections of the country.
Fine marble exists in inexhaustable quantities. ‘Bismuth, fine clay, gypsum, and
sulphur exist in ldrge quantities. Fossil ivory, carnelian, agates, garnets,
zeolites, and amethysts are found.

Gold

is found in a number of places, The annual products of the gold mines, worked
for several summers by about 2,500 miners, has been about $900,000.
Do we

not perceive, therefore, that Alaska is a
great and rich country? The people of
the United States may well prize such a
possession. True, emigration will not
‘pour into this vast territory as it does towards the prairies of the West; yet the
energy and adventure of Americans will
open up, -at least,portions of that country
and find‘a market for its wonderful natural resources.
Alaska has a wide diversity of climate.
Inland, there is a tropical summer and
arctic winter. On the Yukon river, the

fall of snow during the winter often
reaches 12 feet. Along the vast southern
coast and islands the climate is warm.
Oa the island of Unalashka the climate is
that of northwestern Scotland. A Greek
priest. residing on that island, kept a record of the temperature for five years.
During that time the greatest cold recorded was zero of Fahrénheit, and the greatest heat 77 degrees. On Kaiak Island
the climate is that of southern Norway
and Sweden.
At Sitka a record of the
thermometer has been kept for’ forty-five

years, and the greatest degree of heat
recorded during that time .was 87.3 degrees, and of cold 4 degrees below zero.

From this, we get the “astonishing fact
that southeastern Alaska has the aver.
age winter climate of West Virginia and
Kentucky, and the

date Of Minnesota.

average

summer. cli-

This is owing to the

warm Japan current of the Pacific, which
strikes the American continent in latitude

50 degrees
sound and

north.
the

° Between

Arctic

Norton

ocean, there is a

..t iB.

that,

Greece was brought into totai subjection

BY THE REV. A. T. SALLEY.

of Greek

aves and teachers 'still more widely fox-

uently as theiz-nafive tongue.
could count on
“and the | ver spoke—Gwreelty

most oppressive wars offer opportunities

Who-

nnderstood in East and West alike.”

being

for good which He, who calmly looks ! This’ tongue was familiar to the discidown on us from the serene hights of his ‘ples. Most of them wrote / ia it. IL there-

wisdom, quickly sees and

eagerly

im-

proves.

But really good examples uf the

doctrine

are rare.

Two

historic exam-

|fore gave them

immediate

access

to all

the. surrounding nations. Says Dr. Fish‘er, * But for the diffusion

of

the Greek

deeply interesting, ‘language, the disciples would have been
the opening of the ‘stopped everywhere by a like insuperable
of “which I will de- barrier.” ° ‘¢ Persecuted in one city, its
and the second in a preachers could fleeto another, and they
were possessed, wherever they went, of 4
Shs aa

We are told that when

the fulness ot

ready vehicle of communication with the

of his’ spiritual

languageof the primitive Church, at least

time had come, God sent forth his son to | people.”
begin the establishment

will

doubtless

wander away from the.‘ old paths” and
the true standards. A few Sabbaths since,

* Greek may ‘be said to be the

that Christ came to

about the church preserving the Bible.”
** The Bible has preserved the church.”
‘¢ A Bible that needed to be preserved
wouldmet be worth the saving.” These
words are catight up by the opponents of
the inspiration of the Scriptures aid used
to invalidate God's Word.
Thus the
great preacheris made to loosen the foundations, and to strengthen infidelity and
skepticism. If Christ did not come to save
the Bible, what did he come for? He

said,

‘Search the Scriptures,”

and he

made fréquent reference to the Scriptures,
and tested the life and conduct of all by
this unvarying standard of truth. He
said, ‘Had ye believed Moses ye would
have believed me, for he wrote of me.

If

ye believe not his writings, how shall ye
believe my words.” It is now intimated
in certain quarters that Mr. Beecher may
soon adopt

rationalism for his creed, for

mulating a new religion with a poetic and
sentimental belief in progress and immortality, but discarding the entire

theo-

The earliest Chris-

ries of the Bible,
itd divine inspiration and

tian worship at Rome was in that
nations opposed the earlier coming of tongue.” ‘Daring the first ome hundred
Christ; or God was waiticg for some and eighty years of the Church, every

its plan of salvation. He may hold the
Bible as an allegorical platform, but discard its inspiration, ete. This is probably
a premature conclusion, predicated upon

kingdom.

Evidently something in the

outside
of Palestine.

said

save the Bible.” «It is ridiculous to talk

In 146 B. C.,

We well know that the worst crimes
and the basest social practices

most thought as truth,

*¢ It is nowhere

fended her customs ‘and language, until
it was as true
of the Wéstas of the East
hat the people were largely bilingual,
eaking the Greek language almost ds

moral, social or political condition of the

mighty change or event whose occur- Christian writer wrote in Greek.
An illustration of this capacity -to use
rence should introduce the fulness of
time. The history of the race shows | two languages is furnished by an incithat Jehovah was waiting for the forces dent which occurred at Liystra in Lycand agencies of sin to create the; oppor- ‘aonia. ' Paul and Barnabas bad preached
tune moment for the introduction of ‘the gospel and had healed an impotent
‘man,
“And when the people saw
Christianity, and beautifully illustrate
how he

overrules evil for good.

Four centuries

before

birth

happen, the Christian men and women

in

Plymouth chureh, as hard as it may be
for them to do so, will fallL.away from Mr.

| what Pan had done, they lifted up their

of Wvoices, saying in the speech of Lycaonia,

anuncertain quantity. There isno cohesive

gi

the

his new departure, to which he does not
now yield assent.
Should it, however,

Beecher; and then who will rally around
him? Skeptics,infidels,
free religionistsare

Jesus Christ, the world was fall of ig- ¥¢The gods are come down

to us

in the

norance, superstition
and national iso- ‘likeness of men.” They then called Paul
lation. ‘There was no common religion, Jupiter, and Barnabas,, Mercurius, and
no common speech, no common scientific began to bring oxen to sacrifice. Paul
knowledge.
The iden of an earthly. had been speaking to them in Greek, but.
‘brotherhood did not exist. As one lobks iidtey; unde the impulse of strong emotion, cried

out in

their

down from a hight on an agricultural district and sees farm separated from farm | which was unintelligible
which best accounts for
by well-built fences, so we look back on
ery which the disciples
that ante-Christian period only to find
tention of the multitude
nation separated from nation and tFibe,

native

tongue,

power in their principles nor among themselves. Frothingham triedit and failed.
Felix Adler's church of ethical culture is
dead. Ingersoll comes now and then to the
Academy

of

Musie, and this ‘he

does to

replenish his purse, on the same principle
that he defends *‘ Star-route” thieves.
If

“ 4 house going preacher makes a churchgoing = people.”
And
an
old divine
spoke wisely when he said: *‘ 4 good example 1s one of the loudest bells to toll peo-

ple to church.”—Watchword.

%
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PRESS OPINIONS.
The, “Chinese Question” will eventually
involve the whole globe in controversy.
It has recently come up in a practical way
amongst our British cousins. They have
dealt with it somewhat heretofore, but
mainly on the sentimental basis. That was
natural, for they knew littleor nothing of
the problem personally and experimentally.
Such a knowledge we have not found hindering in any degree the expression of op-

inion in any locality whatsoever,

>

1t has;

however, stood in the way of calm, practical jndgmen 8 regarding the serious issues

at suuke.

Eugland is now to have the mat-

ter presented in a pronounced and palpable form. Certain merchants of London
have resolved to import Chinese labor, and
steps have been taken for.the first cargo
of this description.
This give§' England
some formidable facts to confront. Immediately we read of indignation meetings

and voices of protest. A question which
has been perplexing the English people is,
how to give remunerative employment to
the multitudes of laborers already on: her
shores.
It is not thought by the commonality that the introduction of coolie labor
will help on in auy

satisfactory

way

the

answer to this query.—Standard.
Undoubtedly the relation of the tempeérance question to politics in Ohio contribed to the Republican defeat last week ; the
mocrats, who had in the present Congress only five representatives out of
twenty, appearing to have elected at least
fourteen out of twenty-one. But it would’
be a mistake to infer that that alone was
the cause, for iu is as true in Ohio as it is
elsewhere, that many Republicans have
been alienated by the course of the party

managers, and would have voted

same

way

had

the

been ignored this

temperance

year.

in

the

question

It would

be an

error also to suppose
that, because the
temperance mea are beaten this time, they

;5

ought to abandon the hope of ‘fature vietory.
Oa the contrary their defeat is but
a temporary set-back of the rising tide of
temperance reform.
The success of their
cause would not have heen won completely
had they carried the State,
utterly because they failed.

nor
It

.

is it lost
will come

at last through the general toning up of
public sentiment, and through
wise and
cautious experiments in legislation.—Congregationalist.
:
The agitation in behalf of the suffrage is
halting and slow, bat will reachifruition in
the fullness of time.
It rests on the sure
rock of human equality and the elevation
of woman.
As a leading Democrat said
the other day. ““ I don’t ask any political

rights for myself which I do not think my
mother,

my

wife, and

my daughter are en-

titled to.” © The indifference of women to.
municipat suffrage is a disappointment tothe late discovshould—and I do not apprehend it—adopt | those who wished for it, but it'i8§ nbt unmade of the in- this new platform, he too will fail. There’ expected. The right to vote for school
to honor them as are no affinities between vital godliness ‘officers is of small value in a State where
school issues are seldom raised.
But the
gods. Another illustration may also be cit- and modern infidelity—philosophy falsely
great questions of the future are more sofrom Hive by diversity of laoguage sud ed. Paul had returned to Jerusalem,and had so called. Between Christology and ra- rcial than political : they are in women’s
unlikeness of civil government and by:
field of the home rather than in men’s of
been rescued by a Roman guard from the
strong local prejudices. - The isolation | Jewish mob. At Paul's request the cap- tionalism so called, there is a great gulf the marts of trade and foram of rights, and
‘The friends of Christ, the bearers of the
into which, h superstition and ignorance |
woman suffrage will come in due time to
:
i
tain permitted him to stand on the stairs Cross,can not clasp hands across the dark as8ist in their full settlement.— Springfield
bad thrown ‘these ancient peoples must
of the castle and address the people. As chasm with the so-called scientific brethren Republican.

be broken up before the kingdom of God
could be established in their midst. Seve
eral great barriers needed

down

before

the

heart

to

of

be

broken
heathenis m

Let us see how God
to do this work for

could be reached.

permitted his foes

him.
One of these barriers, and a most d.fficult obstacle to the extension of Christ's
kingdom by missionary agencies, is the

diversity of languages which must be
learned and fluently employed. It was
not an age of learning when Christ chose
bis disciples.
They were unlettered.

to the disciples,

the record goes: ‘* When they heard that
he spake in the Hebrew tongue,” that is, in
the

Aramaic

which wag the common lan-

guage of the Jews, *‘they kept the more
silence.”

They

evidently

he would speak to them
they

were

pleased

in

when

expected

that

Greek.

But

he

them in Hebrew

and listened

attentively since

their

own

spoke

to

the more
tongue

was

more pleasing to their enrs.:

written

all his great ability

who ignore the ¢‘ plan of salvation” and
accept the Bible as only the allegorical

platform

of the faith ‘once

to the saints.”

delivered

OBSERVER.

of

the

“MAN HAS BUT ONE CHANCE.”
‘ Gentlemen, this universe, up to the
edge of the tomb, is not a joke. There

in Greek

the right hand

and

the

left.

less, in our present career,

Neverthe-

a man

the throne of Macedon and of, Greece.
Two years later, he set out on. his world~~ At the
wide conquering expedition,
e
time of his death, 323 B."C:, he had conquered Asia Minor, Syria, Phoenicia, Pal-

estine. Egypt, and the countries bordéring

the Euphrates on the east, It'was the purpose of Alexander to force the language
and customs of Greece upon the conquered

At his death, this vast king-

dom was broken

up.

into several

indei

astonish no one who has watched the
coursé of this able and brilliant man for

several years past. He Is accustomed to
give utterance tothe most crisp and
startling sentences and, without any elucidation, to leave his epigrammatic utter-

The Rev. Henry

Ward

Beecher

He succeeded in doing so once

more

week,

retirement

when

he announced

his

has but

ferably majestic law by which character
tends to assume final permanence, good,
as well as bad™~Joseph Cook.

doctrines, and contemplated retiring

saved them frem this action by retiring
himself, Congregationalism is but another
RR
independency.
Mr. Beecher has
carried the idea now to its furthest extent
and becomes an exponent to the full of the

Protestant dogma of the

right

independency.— Baptist

It can not be devied nor concealed. that
the sentiment with thoughtful people in.
favor of woman suffrage is gaining ground.
Deplore it or rejoice over it as we may,
whether we agree with it, or oppose it, it
is certainly doomed

to

succeed.

is a much-

Whether

vote with their husbands, sons, and neighbors.
As for ourselves, we do not aptici-

pate
any
Tower.

deplorable
:

results.— Watch

Mr. Beecher, for several reasoms,
come to have far less influence “than

has
for-

merly.
He still has many admirers but a
word from him, though sounded far and
with reverberating echoes, dies away upon .
the ear and sinks less into men’s minds
than formerly.
His professional relations -

may be more or less intimate in the Congregational ministry, but his doctrinal

divergences have long since ceased to have
the character of ¢* Orthodox contessions.”

— Watchman.

How about the Ohio elections?
Well,
at any rate, it was not a temperance defeat. Let us stop calling . it that, if we
have been so speaking.

Indiana and

consin and their neighbor States can

Wis-/

read

no
Giscouvagement in the returns from the
a
once
Let
ye commonwealth.
Bug
square issue be taken on the temperance
question, and Ohio’s response will be just °

as hearty and just as assuring as Iowa's,—
Standard.

We know not how others may feel, bat
for ourselves we saddened by the sight, at

Marshfield,

of President Arthur

holding

high his glass, and toasting the large com-

pany of soldiers, there gathered to do him.
honor, in glasses of wine to his own health
and to theirs.

and nobler

Had

deeds

Garfield

would

lived,

have

other

graced

a

The election in Ohio comes within our
scope, only so far as it relates to. the Temperance question.
And here it tells the

old story of discord and

on the part of the reformers,

When

divided

counsels

and an

entire

and untrammeled union of the liquor inter-

H&r¥plied,
«¢ Ifill the pulpit, and let the. est, Sectarianism is the
bane of the Tem
people fill the pews.”
Dr. Chalmers told

is a part of the

secret when

he

said,
”™

-

women will largely avail themselves of the
privilege or not, they will surely be allowed not long hence to go to the polls and

sq wonderfully in keeping his church full,

A

private

Weekly.

Mr. Spurgeon was asked how he succeeded

;

of

judgment, and not only shows his belief in
church independency but also of individual

not intend. Accordingly, there appears
in bis pulpit performances from Sabbath
to Sabbath 1wany contradictions
and
a

from

the Association and thus divesting themselves of responsibility for his alleged deviations
from
orthodoxy.
Mr.
Beecher

discussed question in these days.

Besides, he

last

presidential presence.— Golden Rule.

How to get people to church,

a

deserves honor.
Certain brethren he knew
were disturbed by his utterances on various

ances to be caught up by the reporter
and made to mean what the speaker did

downright absurdities.

has

wondérful faculty for startling the public.

from membership in the Brooklyn Congregational Association.
In this action he

+-0- 00

are in this life seciods differences between

With few exceptions, the books

New Testament were

‘Mr. Beecher with

and circulated among the churches, so one chance. Even if you come weighted
extensive
had a knowledge of this lan- into thé world, as Sinbad was with the
Few languages were reduced to writing,
guage
become.
;
Old Man of the Sea, you have but one
How could they in their poverty and igThas the ambitions of men, the rise and chance. Time does not fly in a circle, but
norance project extensive
missionary
tours into all the neighboring coun- fall of empires, and the social changes of forth, and right on. The wandering,
tries? ‘We hear nothing about a con- ages had conspired to sweep away one of squandering, desiccated moral leper is
stant miracle being wrought; nothing the strong barriers {o the progress of the gifted with no second set of early years.
about a year being spent in learning the truth in an ignorant age. Bloody, and cru- There is no fountain in Florida that gives
speech of each new country which they el rebellions, unjustifiable conquests, and perpetual youth ; and the universe might
entered. + This obstacle was removed in the overthrow of freedom, may, in the be searched, probably in vain, for such a
the providence of God by certain intel- inscrutable providence of God, be forced spring. Waste your youth;sjn._it you
to build the highways for the kingdom of shall have but one chance. = do,
lectual and political movements whi
Grace.. Truly, God compels the wrath middle life; in it you shall have but one
occupy the centuries before the openi
of
man to praise him!
| chance. Waste your old age; in it you
of the Christian era’
It is not intended in the above to ex- shall have but one chance. It is an irreAmong all the nations of antiquity, ‘the clude all need for the use of tongues. versible natural law that character attains
Greeks = were pre-eminent
in schola¥There were retired: neighborhoods and final permanence, and inthe nature of
ship and intellectual development.
fn isolated tribes which called this gift into things final permanence can come but
ideas they webe what the Romans af- frequent use.
But the great historical once. This world is tearfully and wonterward, became in arms, absolutdly fact remains unaffected by these excep- derfully made, and so are we, and we
peerless. They had a polished language,
tions, that God patiently waited until shall escape neither ourselves nor thesé
a highly developed philosophy, ;
wicked men had themselves made the. stupendous laws.
It is not to me a pleasperfection of sculpture, and a rich literaworld a peculiarly inviting missionary ant thing to exhibit these truths from the
ture. Their mental superiority ‘over the
field.
side of terror; but, on the other side,
surrounding nations soon made itself
these are the truths of bliss; for, by this
felt.
Athens became more and more
very law through which all character
NEW YORK LETTER.
the resort of studedts from every natends to become unchanging, a soul that
. NEW YORK,Oct. 19°
tion. But as the currents of heathen life
attains final permanence of good charac~ Mr. Beecher's withdrawal from the Con- ter runs but one risk and is delivered once
set. towards Greece, a counter-current,
charged with Greek modes of thought, gregational Association of New York and for all from its torture and unrest. It has
with Greek - polish, with the Greek lan- Brooklyn-has called forth comments from passed the bourp, from behind which no
guage, flowed back into the same cdun- all the secular and religious press; and man is caught out of the fold. He who is
tries. Greece was thus beginfiing an in- many citizens and church members have the force behind all natural law is the
tellectual conquest of the world.
Bat discussed this new departure of the emi. keeper of his sheep, and no one is able to
this slow process was greatly accelera- went divine, pro and con. It was the theme pluck them out of his hand. Himself
ted by certain political’ movements,
in several of our metropolitan pulplts last without variableness or shadew of turning,
In 836 B. C., Alexander the Great, Sabbath. A careful analysis of the paper he maintains the irreversibleness of all
a Macedonian
Greek, succeeded to read by Mr. Beecher on this occasion will natural forces, one of which is the insuf-

pendent Greek kingdoms, in which the

the most

Gonquest was going on.

Tee

with

and

countries

| to Rome. . The influx into Rom

countries.

herbage

of these

so

Greek in addition to their own tongue.
‘ In ihe West‘a similar intellectual

3

vast moorland, broken by isolated mountains and lakes, and in summer covered

luxuriant

influences

least in the cities, and to some extent

‘“ SURELY THE WRATH OF MAN
SHALL PRAISE THEE."
-

many

Greek

He admits that he is to blame ‘for

the rural districts, the children in the Mr. Beecher gave vent to the following
streets could understand and speak the terse sentences in respect to the Bible.

/
%

A
}

many things, but says he can't help it,—
that he is carried out of himself, Some
things he lays upon the reporters. Perhaps justly. A man who thinks himself
inspired and obliged to utter his upper-

rvaded

and te the advantage of civilization

ples of the kind, and
occurred just before
States, as Atka, 4,852 feet high ; Unalashbristian era, one
ka, 5,691 feet high; Shishaldin, 9,000 scribe in this paper,
feet high; Mount Cook, 16,000 feet; and subsequent paper.

mouths, and

The crafty foxes creep in unaware,

To lead the little souls to Thy dear

islands

than

size is great, as we have seen. : Here
are the greatest mountains in the United

cumference.

But, spite of all my care, the hedge is poor,

watched, and

more

rivers. The Yukon is 70 miles wide at its

love’s rich perfumes;

80 all the day I've labored,

These

has

is a boiling mineral spring 18 milesin cir-

I strive to guard from harm @ garden fair;
The sweet home-garden with its tender blooms,
fruitage, and

islands.

man

scholars over a large portion of the East.

te the masses.

we have

with him-

self.

that what was at first confined to the
aristocracy and conrts, began to pene-

Creator left
kindness?

never careful to be consistent

fore, became the language of courts and

Greek colonies were also established and
reek cities built ‘in various parts, so

yaguely supposed to be inhospitable and
desolate in the extreme, he has placed
wealth and beauty, has made it a resi-

It has a coast

\It

glaciers are greater and grander than any

The little ones are sleeping; all the day
The restless feet have hurried to and iro,

To train these treasures Thou

miles.

glacier of the Alps. One glacier is 1,200
feet thick. Another glacier isffifty miles
in length, and ends in a wall of ice 300
| feet high and 8 miles broad. Another
glacier is 40 miles’ long, 4 miles broad,
and 700 feet high.
Here are the great
mineral springs. In the crater of Goveloi

And faithfully the tasks Thou gav'st, fulfill!

' —The

Florida,

Alaska, containing 580,107 square

great glacier region,

NIGHTFALL.

The day is done, dear Lord, the weary day;
And I have tried so hard to do Thy will,

city.

to

at the

wonderful stretch of inland ocean navigation, with bold coasts, deep water,
numerous channels, countless bays and
harbors, and abundant fuel and fresh

within

~In

glance

water.

.
Educational.
Farm and Home .
The Markets.
,

Mission.

Maine

line of 25,000

Creek
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sermon preached at the recent Anniversaries
at Great Falls, by the Rev. A. L. Gerrish, of
Olpeyville, R. L.]
*Pext, Rom. 12:29; “ And I am sure that

The fulness of | In three years the arriyals from

the blessings of the gospel of Christ will

make this, or any other land, where it is
received, a paradise. The Gospel is the
The nations who
when I come unto you, I shall come in the ful- friend of intelligence.
ness of the blessing of the Gospel of Christ.”
can boast of the greatest scholarship are
Paul's knowledge of the Gospel in its Christian
nations.
Infidelity has her
application to himself and'to saints and scholars, but Christian scholarship has to
sinners of every class and condition led -eliminate the errors they teach and help
' himto declare with great certainty; that to put science on a firm foundation. The
blessing,

of

full

was,

~ wherever he or others carried it. The
history and experience of eighteen’ cent~
experience

uries, together with our- own

and observation, give us opportunity to
judge correctly of the truth or falsity of
his declaration.- Let us consider two

propositions founded upon tke text.

The'Gospel of Christ, which we be-

i.

lieve and

preagh;

it

hagin

a

8—3URess

blessing, wherever itis carried and re:
ceived. Sin has: polluted the fountains,
whence flow the morals and happiness of

and society, and so long

both individuals

in-

the pollution will

as it holds control,

The individual becomes debased

‘crease.

under its influence.

relation

The family

Bible has been translated

into more

than

250 languages by Protestant Christians
and missionaries, and about forty of

to Iift up the benighted and superstitious,

from ignorance as well as from the degradation of sin.
:
II. ' Christians, ministers, and churches are the agencies chosen of God to carry this fulness of the blessing of the Gos‘pel to all parts of the inhabitable world.

“ Go ye into all the world and preach the
Gospel

any place of equality whatever, made

werk

to

every

creature.”

‘As

my

Father hath sent me, even so send I you.”
In this we are called upon to be the benefactors of our race. We are called upon
to be the apostles of the highest kind of
the counterpart of man,—his equal, not civilization.
We are called upon to lead
histinferior. Though not required to per- in the training
of muscle and nerve, and
form the same work, or fill the same intellect and heart-life, that the highest
sphere, man and woman were made to kind of manhood and womanhood niay be
be equals—partners in the family; their developed, that the highest possible use
work was to be a joint work, in making of hurnan powers may be obtained, and
home be what it should be, and in train- the grandest ideal of human destiny may
ing children for the duties of life. Sin be realized. It becomes us to magnify
has degraded the family, denied woman the work in our hands. It is no trifling
her

a slave in more respects than one, and refused to acknowledge that she is possessed of a soul. The past, and in some places
even the
presént, furnishes instances
where woman's position is below that of
the family dog, the dog having more freedom, and choicer favors granted him.
family, established

of God,

is

the

fountain-head of society. To administer
poison here is to contaminate the whole
mass.

To form a pure

and elevated-so-

ciety or state: from the association or
confederation of impure, degraded, and
wicked families, is to ¢¢ gather grapes of

thorns, or figs of thistles.”

It can.not be

done. Sin is, therefore, opposed to all
good society; it is the enemy of civiliza-

ition; the worm gnawing at the root of
the plantof human, development.

The

Gospel comes, first of all,to effect the work

==

of cleansing on the individual heart, tuking away its pollution, restoring man’s
faculties, to- their normal use, bringing
his appetites and passions into the position of servants instead of rulers, and

instating

him into

ever the Gospel

God’s

favor.

re-

Wher-

has been carried, receiv-

ed, and obeyed, this, and this alone, has
been the result with the person se receiv-

ing and obeying it. Passing from the redeemed and sanctified individual, the
Gospel enters the family. - Woman becomes at once

a

human

being,

at once

possessed of a soul, with a high
ment to labor

in the

appoint-

Master's

cause,

in

her appointed sphere. The welfare of
the family lies as much in her hands as
in the hands of the husband and-;father ;
the family altar rises; around it they and
their children bow. Heaven and earth
hold communion. “The divine overshadowings reveal the glory round about the
throne.
clouds

The future, hitherto hidden in
and ‘darkness, is now radiant

with light and hope; Christ fills that
household with his presence. Such is the
blessed result-of the Gospel, received
into the family, no matter what family, or

where, American, Mongolian, African,
Indian. When and where the Gospel has
been fully received, the fulness of bless-

ing has always followed, and such a family must be an influence for good in the
community. As well may the rose or

the honey-suckle attempt to keep its per-

fume all to itself as for a Christian fami-

ly to attempt to withold its influence for
good from the community.

ry to the nature of things.

ge

-

—

.

It is contra-

.

:

Increase the one sanctified family to
many,
aid you have increased gospel influences.. ' These influences will greatly
affect persons in the community who are
not Christians, and make them better
citizens, whether they are willing to ac-

to

which

we are

called.

We are

building for future generations; we are
building for eternity, Our Sunday-school

work may appear to unsanctified spectators as small, and simple; bat when in
the future, scores and hundreds of young
hearts, fitted
up in their

for the Master's use, stand
strength, enemies of vice,

soldiers of the Cross, as the result of
Sunday-school labor, then the weak laborers will have occasion to

courage, and
end.

pursue

their

rejoice, take

work

to the
]

We sometimes get discouraged, but
wher the cartain lifts a little, and we are
able to see the results of our labors in the
Lord, we can understand

nature of our work.

more fully

the

There are ‘hundreds

of homes even in New England which today are neat and tasty, supplied with ‘all

the

gocd things of life, and are

the

abodes of happiness and” peace, which a
few years ago were not so. The
then was a drunkard, the mother
en-hearted, and the children in
The Gospel, in its operations on
homes, has made the change. Our

father
brokrags.
those
mis-

sion work revegls similar developments.
In organizing and sustaining new churches in our own land, many a life-saving
station has been established, at which

many

a perishing

mariner has

been

need of the church and the world.

Christ

calls for men. Who is responding to. the
ures of two millions, enough to populat
call? Who is dedicating his own son to
three States like: Maine, .and more th
enough to replace the entire population of ‘the work? "Is the church providing for
the State of Massachusetts. ‘Washington the field to which God calls her and to
Territory has already 75,000 inhabitants which he opens so many ‘and effectual
.
and Oregon 250,000. . Dakota received doors? °
In the light of this discussion the ques100,000 emigrants last year.
See the extent of our great Western States and tion is not merely whether our institutions
territories, larger by 300,000 sq. miles of learning—Bates, Hillsdale, Storer,
than | the - whole Roman empire in its Pittsfield, Lyndon, and a multitude of othpalmiest days.

|

-
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AN ADEQUATE MINISTRY THE HOPE
OF OUR 00
YAND THE WORLD.

rebellion,
—it

is the

highest patriotism to

seek by Christian service the salvation of

one’s country.

[An abstract of an address delivered before
he 1 B. Education Society at Great Falls,
ct. 4.

When we speak of an adequate ministry we are to be understood as referring
both to its qualifications and its numbers.
It is the duty of the church to provide
such a ministry to the best of its ability.
There are considerations of great weight
which enforce this duty.
The church to-day is called upon to decide what the quality and number of the

ers—shall live;

bat shall “we

ministry shall be in the future.

«A majority of true Christian families in
a community will give Christian influ- ence the lead in that community, and a
majority of true Christian communities,
associated together, will make a Chris-

only eighteen years in advance ;—what
kind of men are to occupy the pulpits of
our land at that time? What kind of men
does the church wish to direct, on that
year of grace, the great religious influences of the nation? In the presence of
the vast interests involved, what’ kind of

take a near future, say

the

year

He

have in some~ instances
(perhaps in
many) hindered the work of God.. But
the minister who is actuated by such mo-

Ae

and know not at what they stumble.”
May such take heed lest that come upon
them that is written, ‘ Whoso despiseth
the word shall be destroyed.” The
prayerfal, diligent study of the Word of
God can not fail to bring a large blessing

to every one that'engages in it.

And before they are buried in snow,

There comes a festival season,
When Nature is all aglow—
Aglow with a.mystical splendor
; That rivals the brightness of Spring—

Aglow with a beauty more tender
"Than aught which fair summer could bring.

Some spirit akin to the rainbow
Then borrows its magical dyes,
And mantles the fair-spreading landscape

Another cause of spiritual declension is

the too common neglect of religion in the

In hues that bewilder the eyes,
\
The Sun from Mis cloud-pillowed chamber

Smiles soft on a vision so gay,
In many families there is no
* And dreams that his favorite children,
recognition.of God, no united supplica- | The flowers, have not passed ‘away.

that the time is coming when all the children of the church ‘shall be taught of

the day, he gave me unconsciously a lesson for lite. His
1
first care was to put my.

God, and great shall be the peace of thy

wraps and other burdens updn His shoulder. In doing this he asked for all; but I
chose to keep back a few for special care.
[ soon found them no little hindrancete
the freedom of my movement; but still I
would not give them up until my guide,
returning;to me where I sat resting for a

is to meet

and

dispel

est interests of our country.

the dark

In this re-

spect also we ask what manner of men
and how many men are needed. We are
not to‘waste time in discussing the question whether the Fathers believed in edu-

cation, but to ask ourselves if, in the pres-

Besides,

a

living

interest

in

education

will decline. if Christian teachers in our
“pulpits are unable to give adequate care
to them. The pastor must incite his flock
to

sustain

the

education

of the country,

Notice the powerful

check upen the utilitarian, and materialistic tendencies of this age, which the

presence and influence of a devout and
numerous ministry exerts. On the banners of one of Cromwell’s regiments was
written, * Let us not, for the sake of
living, lose what men should live for.”
This every true minister is saying to busy,
absorbed men around him; reminding
them that the wealth of being is not increased by the things of worldly gain,
but by the elevation of their higher nature.’

tives fails to *‘ declare

the whole counsel

in which a large number professed conversion. Many of them manifested great
interest in religion, were constant in their
attendance

ready to
meetings
private.
decline.
goodness

ed

on

the means

of

grace,

and

recommend religion in the social
and to their young friends in
But soon their interest;began to
They no longer spoke of the
of God to them. They absent-

themselves from

the meetings

and

soon fell into sin. It was not till® their
backsliding had reached this latter stage
that any notice was taken of it. There
was

the great

error.

As soon

as

there

were any symptoms of declinejthese discouraged converts should
have been
sought out by the pastor and the most
spiritual members of the church, and
should have been encouraged and in:
structed to ‘‘ grow in grace and in the
knowledge of our Lord and Siviour Jesus
Christ.” But the golden opportunity was
lost, and these neglected brethren were
lost to the church. Discouraged by the
neglect of their pastor and by the leading
members of the church, they restrained
prayer, neglected the social meetings of
the church, and if they did not fall into
sin and bring an open reproach on the
cause

they once professed

influence as Christians was

ety.

to

love, their

lost to soci-

There are other reasons for the declen-

sion of religion to which I wish

to call

the attention of Christian readers. And
first, failure to keep holy the Sabbath.

Oar Creator, well knowing the wants of
our entire nature, in great mercy gave us

ple. . Cramp the life, stint the develop- convocation; ye shall do no work therement of the ministry that is to be, and in: it is the Sabbath of the Lord in all
the life and welfare of the world are nar- | your dwellings.” Lev. 23: 3. See also
rowed and enfeebled. In seeking out Lev. 19: 80, and Isaiah 58: 13, 14, and
young men for its ministry and providing Rev. 3: b.
tian State.
for their education, the church is not doAnother cause of religious declension
Some think the need of our country at
ing a work of charity for them but is sim- is neglect to study faithfully and prayerpresent, is Christian’ statesmen, but we men does the American church wish to ple taking necessary steps in providing fully the Holy Seriptures. Our Saviour
think Christian constituencies are the mold this country ? At eur annual rate of for and sustaining itself. It is the church commanded his disciples thus to do.
most important.-. Statesmen will be forc- increase, which will make our population who are the beneficiaries, and ‘‘ outlay is “Search the Scriptures; for in them ye
ed by the influences behind them to take in the year 1900 at least ninety millions, but abundance in disguise.”
think ye have eternal. life: and they
the people’s positions.
how many men will bé needed for the
It becomes the special business of the are they that testify of me.” We must
In this way the Maine law was enacted, work of the minfstry? If is not too early church, as lovers of Christ and of country, search for Jesus in the Old ‘Testament,
and for many years, has been enforced. to ask these questiofis} the
jjessure, the a8 obedient to his command to teach all and if waeigearch diligently we shall find
The Christian people, and especially the necessity, is right upon us; how are the nations, to seek and to eddeate-young much about ‘Gur Saviour there. * All
. Christian women of Iowa and Kansas, churches meeting it? Are they wprepar- men, who shall honor the ministry, de- Scripture is given by inspiration of God,
have forced the politicians to become ad- ing for that future adequately? What is fend the faith and lead, with no equivoca] and 1s profitable for doctrine, for reproof,
vocates of prohibition, many of “them therein the spirit and arrangements of step,
the onset against the hosts of sin. It for instruction in righteousness; that the
against their preferences. The future of our American Zion to warrant { in be- | becomes the great duty of the church to man of God may be perfect, thoroughly
our country depends .en. the multiplicity lieving that twenty years hence she will see that its ministry, upon whom
such: farnished unto all good works.” Thus
and purity of our Christian influences. To have a sufficient number of fitly trained work devolves,is adequately supported, the Apostle writesto *‘ his own son in the
perpetuate our couutry, we need more young men for the vast work in this and that it ghall not suffer in influence and in- faith,” and commends
him *‘‘that thou
‘hearts dedicatedto Christ, more family in other lands?
|
Holy Seriptspiration by being compelledto resort to hast from a child known
altars erected, more communities Chris- | What is it for which we are called up- other forms of labor to eke out its sup. ures, which are able to make thee wise
~~ tianized, more churches organized, more on to prepare? Have you weighed it,
ni unto salvation through’ faith, which is in
"men trained and set apart
to the Chris- has the host of churches taken in the port.
Christ Jesus.” If we sdarch the ScriptWe
repeat,
in
closing,
that
these
considertian, ministry, more Christian influences great question? What impo
hat ‘ations and others which time does not per- ures and find Jesus, we 8hall most agsurat work, on every mountain top, in every solemnity, attaches to this question!
See
edly be made wise ufito salvation. A
valley, on every prairie, and plateau, in the new States which are to be speedily ‘mit us to enumerate here, but which will:
knowledge of the Word of God restrains
suggest
themselves
to
a
thoughtful
spirit,
- palace and hamlet, in field and work-{ carved out of that Western
territory enforced the deélaration with which we be- men from sin. The Psalmist says, * Thy
shop, all over our land. Thesp will givgyewhich is rapidly filling with emigrant
s gan: that an adequate ministry—ades, | word have I hid in my heart, that I
ik

path.” No wonder that they who neglect
the Word of God remain in *‘ darkness,

if we | family.

live

ong day in seven, for rest and worship.
Let us A better, wiser provision for-the minis- «Six days shall work be done: but the
1900,— try means fuller, higher life tor the peo- seventh day is the Sabbath of rest, a holy

knowledge it or not.

—
a
——

children.” May the Lord hasten the time
cloud which ignorance spreads overlius? of God,” and may justly be considered re- when the church and each member of the
The work of the ministry in view of the sponsible for the disastrous results. Let same shall realize and perform their duilliteracy of the country is a vast one.
a minister preach the truth faithfully, ties to their children and shall train them
With three millions of adults unable to ¢« speaking the truth in love,” and put his up in the nurture and the admonition of
read .or write, and an equal number of trust in God, and
£
he need not fear. the Lord.
children growing up in the same deplor- « Whether it be right in the sight of God,
Stoneham, Mass.
able condition, it becomes a vital question to hearken unto you, more than unto God,
—_— Tw.
a
how we shall provide against the dan- judge ye.” Acts 4: 19,
SETTLEMENT OF MINISTERS.
gers of ignorance. The minister's relaThe third and fourth reasons assigned
tion to the general education of the peo- are undoubtedly too prevalent. But my
Much has been written of late in the
ple forbids us to think that his mind and observation convinces me that even these Star in condemnation of the too common
heart can suffer for Jack of adequate de- failures are largely chargeable te the min- practice among us of hiring pastors by
velopment without imperiling the deay- istry. I well recollect a revival in 1825 the year.” I would record my testimony

Who

else it will decline.

BY THE REV. W. H. BOWEN, D. D.

a

SUMMER.

fail to appreciate the blessings which they
to do no less than to keep abreast of this are seeking to spread, and of which’ they tion for his merey, no acknowledgement
tide of emigration and settlement, and are the faithful exponents. When' we of dependence. upon him for! ¢* all the There’s a luminous mist on the mountains,
A light, azure haze in the air,
pd
the question comes back with startling speak of the welfare of our educational ‘blessings of this lifs, for the jmeans of As if angels, while heavenward soaring,
forcef*how will shéd provide for this new institutions let us remember that we dre. grace and the hope of glory.” { The chilHad left their bright robes floating there;
world the ministry it needs.
not looking upon the success or failure of dren hear nothing of the love of Godto The breeze is so seft, so caressing,
seems 8 mute token of love,
Fook at the common educational
work’ | something partiaily outside of our own “them, in giving his-only-begotten
Son to |__It
which this country demands and then ask defeat or triumph, but we are weighing redeem them from sin and eternal death, And floats to the heart like a blessing
who are going 'to wield the educational the question of our own life or death. and the entire influence of parental ex- "From some happy spirit above,
influences of this land. An incompetent Our schools and colleges put vital ques- ample leads them to neglect the house of These days so ‘serene and so charming,
Awaken a dreamy delight
ministry can not do it, and if Christian tions to us. They ask every thoughtful God, the Sunduy-8chool, and the careful
forces do not shape and control the édu- man, every Christian, every lover of his study of the Word of God at home, and Altremulous, tearful enjoyment,
ike soft strains of music at night;
cation of youth, worldliness and wicked- country, how much he values the prinei- to. feel -that the present life is the most W¢ know they are fading and fleeting,
ness will.
bd ples and influences which they represent [important one. Under the Jewish disThat quickly, too quickly, they’ll end,
Your attention is called to the enemies and which they labor to promote. Shall | pensation parents were required to teach And we watch them with yearning affection,
As aBparting we watch a dear friend.
with which the church®contends in our .a crippled, wretched fature perpetuate the their children diligently. See Deut.6:
land, and in their presence let the ques- story of our shame, or shall an enlightei- 4—9. Solomon has said, ** Train up a Oh! beautiful Indian Summer!
tion.be asked if it be not imperative that ed, Christian count proclaim our well- child in the way he should go, and when
Thou favorite child of the year,
‘a fully-qualified ministry—a ministry able doing, our self-denial, our patriotism, our he is old he will not depart from it.” Thou darling, whom Nature enriches
With gifts and adornments so dear!
to teach—be provided. ‘See Romanism Christian love and obedience?
And a greater than Solomon has said,
How
fain would we woo thee to linger
with its subtilties and encroachments; the
‘¢ Pray ye therefore the Lord of the har- * Suffer little children, and forbid them
On mountain and meadow awhile,
atheistic tendencies of modern philoso- vest that he would send forth laborers in- not, to come unto me, for of such is the
For our hearts, like the sweet haunts of Nature,
phy ; and the unremitting attacks upon the to his harvest.”
;
kingdom cf heaven.” St. Paul exhorts
Rejoice and grow young in thy smile:
doctrines and "the authority of the Secript- WW
eee
lly Qe
the Ephesians, ¢* And, ye fathers, provoke Not alone to the sad fields of Autumn
ures.
:
Ein
not your children to wrath: but bring
Dost thou a lost brightness restore,
OAUSES OF RELIGIOUS DECLENSION.
In that near future, questions of doctthem up in the nurture and admonition of But thou bringst a world-weary spirit
BY G. C. WATERMAN.
rine, authority, belief must be re-stated,|Sweet dreams of its childhood once more;
the Lord.” Nurture signifies education,
re-adjusted, and alsoapplied in new forms.
In the Morning Star for Sept. 20 is an tender care, instruction. There is, then, Thy loveliness filly us with memories
Of ull that was brightest
and best—
Who shall do such a needed work? In article on the ** Causes éf
Religious de- a training that secures the present and
our quiet New England we have little clension,” in which the amthor refers to future well-being of the children. By Thy peace and serenity offer
A foretaste of heavenly rest.
conception of the religious condition of a .previous article on the same subject, early knowledge of the Holy Scriptures
—8el,
the newer portions of the West, where and says that the wriper ¢ failed to con- they may be made wise unto salvation.
SES
5 1
0
RR meg
every false thing gathers and breeds sider some other causes which the minisCASTING ALL YOUR CARES UPON
In every system of religion, children
moral pestilence. Ifit is rightly called try can not be held accountable for,except are trained up in the faith of their papatriotism to free a land from an oppres- as indirect agents.” He then proceeds rents, and become the same religiously,
In the summer
of 1878, 1 descended the
sive and odious tax; if it is patriotic to to specify some causes.
as certainly as any cause produces its le- Rhigi with one of the most faithful of the
endure hardship and. death to put down
Doubtless the causes to which he refers
gitimate effects. We have the promise old Swiss guides. Beyond the service of

saved from sinking amid the billows of ence of great issues,we can be really said
:
sin. Our foreign work is yetin its in- to believe in education!
They
who
educate
the
nation
govern
‘it.
fancy. We have scarcely passed the seedtime, the harvest-time has hardly com- As in days gone by the care of educational
menced. We may look for converts, by interests has been chiefly confided to the
clergy, so must it be in days to come.
hundreds, and
thousands, in the next
twenty years in our mission-field in Orissa. The church can not afford to lessen the
We have gathered at these Anniversa- influence of its ministry upon the educaries to consider the methods of bearing tion of the country. The ministry of the
this fulness of blessing of the Gospel of future must have sufficient intellectual and
spiritual powerto command the respect
Christ to the lost at home and abroad,
and may God give us wisdom te plan, and confidence of societyto such extent
and energy to execute
those plans that men shall willingly put the founding,
which shallredound to the glory of his fashioning and controlling of educational
name and to the salvation of the greatest institutions in the hands of the ministry.
number.
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foreign | and adequate in numbers is the first great | is a lamp unto my feet, and 8 light to my | Just ait thé death of the flowers,

shores have reached the astonishing fig-

these languages. had first to be reduced |. The church of Christ’ can be expected
to writing by those missionaries themselves, the
Santal language ‘having
been reduced to a written language by
our own Phillips. Intellectual light goes
hand in. hand with light from the cross,

ordained by heaven, and intended to be
a miniature of the bliss thereof, on account of sin has been treated with contempt, and the equality of the sexes ignored. Woman was originally made to be

The

-

7
%
:
S
=
void
firmness to owy institutions and perma- | from the older States and from abroad. | quate in its farnishing of mind and ‘heart, | might not sin against thee.” ** Thy word
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against the custom.

It is fraught ‘With

many evils. I have labored with the
church of which I am now pastor for over
nine years, and 1 am satisfied that had I
insisted on settling with the church in the
outset as pastor to all intents and purposes, not limiting my stay to a year, it
would have been much better for all concerned. The two or three last months of
each year have been months of uneasiness and anxiety on the part of the church
and myselfas well as the community at
large. How often the question has been

proposed to me, Are you
with us another

year?

going

and my

to stay
reply. has

always been the same, Well, Edon't know;
my time will soon expire. And, very
likely, from that or some such expression
the report would go out that I was going
to leave, and during all this time the
church was in a state of suspense, as well
as myself, and when some one from outside would ask a member of the church if
they were going to keep their pastor
another year, the reply would be that they
did not know about that, his time was
nearly. out and very likely he would

leave. *
Now there is no difficulty in setting this
matter aright, ministers are to be blamed
for the custom. Let each of us on taking
charge of a church have it perfectly understood that we become part and parcel
of said church to all intents and purposes ;

that we are settled as pastor for no fixed
time (though the salary may be stipulated) ; that the pastor can leave at any time

by giving the &hurch due notice ; and that

| the church has an equal privilege.

On
this principle the minister is not bound for

even a year

and the necessity of hiring

bim over every year is done away.
On the part of the minister the system
would have a tendency to prompt to more
efficient labor and self-sacrificing effort,
because he would feel that the probability
was that he would remain as long as it
appeared for the best interests of the
church; and it would tend to induce the

church to co-operate constantly with the

stor.

‘Iam glad that able pens are at work

in denouncing

the one year

system and I

hope that before long it will be a’ thing
of the past.

:

Christianity a failure!

PASTOR,

virtue

is a

The bloated, beBotted, driveling

inebriate says

temperance

is a failure.

The highwayman and the murderer "si

Jaw isa failure.

him every

give

Alpine stock.

The reckless violators

thing but my

Patting them with the ut-

most care upon his shoulders, with a look

of intense satisfaction he again

led the

could make dbub%é speed

double

way.

And now in my 5&886m, I found I
with

safety.
;
Then a voice spoke inwardly: * O fool
igh, wilful heart, hast thou, indeed, given
up thy last burden? Thou hast no need
to carry them, nor even the right.” [saw
itall in a flash; and then, as I leaped

lightly from rock to rock down the steep

mountain side, I said within myself,
even thus will I follow Jesus, my
my Burden-bearer. I will rest
care upon him, for he careth for
Sarah Smiley.

* And
Guide,
all my
me."—

Bae
a

BIBLE~ _
the line of

JESUS THE LIGHT OF THE

You have often

admired

shimmering light which shines on the
rufiled waters when the moon is im the
heavens. Look in any other direction
and the waters are dark and troubled.

Look toward the orb of night, and you see
the glory all the way, right from your feet

to the heavens above.
beside you,
will

see

looking
another

Another standing
at

another

line

of

light

angle,
and

glory, and
another in another place
will see: another; and so on
end
lessly. The moon is really shining over
all the water, but each one
portion of its radiance, and

sees only »
that portion

only by looking in one direction. Seo is it
in the Bible. The glory is shining all

overit.

You may see nothing of ‘heaven

in it so long as you will not look in
the right direction. But look to the
‘point of sight;

look to Jesus, and you will

see the glory of the Bible.
seeit all.

You can not

Another

will see something.

else that you do not.

And another, stand:

ing at another point, will see
that you and he have missed.

something
But every

one who looks earnestly in the right. direction will see something. We may be
called by different names, and we may
look at sacred truth at different angles;
but if ¢“ looking unto Jesus” be our motto,

we shall see * the glory of the Lord."
And though no one can see it all, each
one will see all he needs.

Every one that

looks in the right direction will see a path
of light and glory leading from his own
feet across the troubled waters of his
life, up to the heavens above. * We all
with open face beholding as in a glass the

glory of the Lord, are ehanged into the
same imagé Trom

glory to glory ;" and

when Christ, who is our life, shall ap-

is him in glory.”

man whose face is seamed and ridged all

over with fruits of vice says

but firmly deghanded that

[ should

pear, then shall ye

Then man

a failure. Then the race is a failure.
‘Then the gift of God is a failure. The

failure.

moment, kindg

also

appear with

(Col. ili. 4).~J, Munro

Gibson, D. D.
O00
+0

The instant that. Mfhmonism seizes on

the mind, there will céme a decay of real
genius, or of that soul force

which

is the

regnant interpreter of essential character.
Hence we infer that material compensa

tions gan never satisfy spiritaal, or moral,
or humane aspirations, The

true

factor has his pay in the good done.

bene:

The

of the laws of health say the scienceof ‘mere mercenary, whatever his trade, pro
medicine is a failure,

Pope Pius IX. said

the civilization of the Nineteenth Century
is a failure. . The owl says light is a fail-

ure..»Isdt‘any wonder that men may be
heard to say Christianity is a failureP—

| Hetrick Johnson.

|
bY

fession, or pursuit, never rises above bis

scale of wages; he tries to coin himsel

into money, and estimates his worth only
by his wealth.
and of brains.

Not so the man of heart
He seeks his noblest eon”

pensstions in the results which come from

is efforts to do good.-— Sel.
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Evolutionist,
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John 18: 24 that Jesus was taken first be- | the Rationalist; and sometimes it has
fore Annas the father-in-law of Caiaphas | looked 8s if a case were aboutto be made

* and a former high-priest, and then before | out; and the timorous saint has been, like
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seem to be particularly adapted, simply bepause they assert the privilege of believing and
jeaching that immersion is the Scriptural and

proper form of baptism.
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however, is reluctantto. accept this discrimination. She can scarcely help watching with suspicion the minister or theoJogical professor who dares to challenge,
investigate and judicially weigh any of
her past opinions. ‘This hesitancy is especially strange in our orthodox sects
because, unless they admit this distine-
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¢ Never mind,”
at length said one, “jt .isn’t night yet.”
Alas! the unnumbered needy, shelterless,
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Positively: The real object of the Sunday
school is to teach the Word.of God diligently,
earnestly and with perseverance. This paper
was followed by an animated discussion, after
which the Rev. F. H. Peckham read a paper
on * The Unity of the Church and Sundayschool.” The work of the church and Sundayschool is one and the same, to lead the soul to s
knowledge of God. The school Is the supplement of the chureb. The church Is needed to
make the work of the school permanent. The
work of the school is the work of the ¢hurch.
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The means and opportunities for preparing the
lesson are within the reach of the commonest
teacher. The first essential to the preparation

of the lesson is prayer; second, sympathy with
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centering of thought and attention upon
the large and small needs of the theological schools, and the making of them centers of the greatest possible Christian intelligence and power. Christian effort in
this direction is not likely to be too lively

Bro. D. Waterman is off for another winter
at Harper’s Ferry. He will be occupied with
teaching in Storer College and preaching. We
are glad with him that, notwithstanding the
burden of years, his health is such as to permit
bim thus to lengthen out his service in Lbe
Master’s vineyard.
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ini
A
asting,
aw.

that ministers:
have a more direct
and a large
ger r responsiiB
the
in
bility
di age Paul and Barnabas, a5
i

occurred last. Friday

wants.

First, prayer is needed on the ‘part of
the Lord's people that young men may be
called to the ministry. * Pray ye the Lord

discussion of

the

which

to reach

try.

appears that two en /working on -a building
had been in the habit of bickering at each other, and early, Friday morning they commenc-

Moreover,

wishing to send packages by her to our
missionaries may direct to 69 West Street,

Itisa good pastoral service thus

to that,

has been accepted b

‘The evidence seems

the unusually quiet city of Auburn,Me. It

missionaries to India, expectsto sail from
New York, November 11. Any persons

of the

service

higher

the

partion for

A terrible tragedy

The glory of the

lights up their

heresy.

in

And so it is not difheu(¢ fo enlist them

of schism

their

many instances the poor sermons that are com--

expected, either stay at home or go elsewhere.
To discuss the right or wrong of
this custom and to pity the minister or his
audience form no method of relief. This,
if it comes at all, must ceme from wise
Christian foresight and practical provision
on the part of the churches and the minis-

in immersion to go out under the auspices of
the American Board with such fullness of liberty granted that no schismatic action could
possibly occar.
»

itself as

of the Spirit, too, thrive

bodies.

teaches also

fails

We believe it
the question might’ fause.
wonld be better for these laborers who believe

wisdom and there is safety, and by. it, real
can readily be distinguished from unreal

such work as laymen may do, or in a pre-

alone

them.

church often seems afraid of

that does somethin, that aims at results.

—

‘he

is false and

best of them

waat a religion ‘hat has enterprise

tide of tha Sek.

by

spirit

the

which is not so deadly to piety, alter all.

for the cor’ verts of their charge, especially

ful harbors by {avoting winds and the in- for the young

at

such

practically

The only danger is from

certainly.

no way

It is about time for Protestant sects to
come down from their lofty assumptions,
and to judge of the trees in the Lord’s
garden as he taught us to do, by the
fruits they bare, ** Ye shall know them by
their fruits.” In that simple test of what

Men's

of souls.

Church,

regard

be

were]
Mr.

plained of are the result of the heart-aches the
‘minister has had to endure during the week,
for want of means to previde-for necessary

for the ministry need to be charged with

|o us to show that this question of baptism can
aot be shut out of the mission churches in Tur= There are strong historical reasons for
Jey.
is existence.
It is there and will remain.
How is it going .to injure the Christianity of
these churches to believe in immersion? In

be, then, that there is a species of heresy

suggess the duty of pastors to find work

into heaven #8 boats are borne into peace-

ang

is

demonstrated

become

that laythen may
ments in the

sin,

_ cleansed, fengwed, made “whole, and borne

|

men

This

must

The

It

the sect which is the least tolerant of this
distinction must be the most intolerant of ed finding fault, when one feeling provoked
other bodies of believers and the most grasped the other and a scuffle ensued during
danger, and comarrogant in‘claiming the special rewards which neither heeded their
ing too close to a low opening for a window
of heaven .for its doctrinal soundness. they fell through, each holding the lother, and
But words are airy nothings. Pretensions | dropped from a scaffolding of four stories high,
can mount to the skies. What are the striking the ground with great force and both
facts? What one sect has the Lord sing- dying instantly. The wives of the two men
and the scene was
led out on account of its superior creed were at once on the spot
heart-rending. By this sad event not only
and “conspicuously honored above
all
are too poor women left widows but ten chilothers ? In every sect saintly -characters dren are left fatherless. All quarrels and
and Christian labors seem to abound. bickerings in the family or. in business do

is

been

the pulpit.

Christian Association have

the soul by filling it with such high aspira-

That it 18 the prerogativ.®
of God

regarded as

especially true to-day when to the lay
element there has been opened a wider
field ot Christian activity than ever be-

preeminently the religion of hope. It saves

time so reasonabla

young

such have

usefulness besides

The Christian religiosi is

Danitestly Scriptural,
mani
Seri

such

this

explana-

the only true Churgh, and must regard all
other sects 4s heretical, and, in turn, be

wisely encouraged to enter the ministry
and have made very poor pastors. They | ‘All the graces
might have been excellent laymen, lay- these different
workers, and even lay-preachers.
HapLord as often
pily there are other spheres of Christian as ours. And

glad light, and breathe the sieet air of futurity.” As saith the Apostle, * We are

: PASTORS

tion, each of them

have been converted through their instru-

as Wordsworth sang; * we see Dy the

coming

course himself;
or if not,

especially true

yet remain
and others still are born.
<« 3ud go We live by hope, and by ‘ desire,”

that it is. freed from

been

to be members of their flocks, and

en visit us, but sg do hopes in an endless
train.
Though unhumbered dear desires
are doomed to perish unattained, others

tions #ad hopes

have

pastors toward a short-sighted partiality
in behalf of good young men who happen

hood until extreme age, hope, in the human breast, springs naturally and cepiously up, like the ‘bubbling and sparkling
waters of a hillside spring. During our
years, fears and disappointments may oft-

saved by hope.”

to

can

There is often a tendency on the part of

of Pandora’s

will not leave it.

is supposed

through a similar

Whatever evils have flown abroad, Hope
nestles in the

But the pastor

to have experienced the bitter want of it.
Many who have had the enterprise and
fortitude to pursue the course here indicated now rank among the most efficient
and successful pastors.
But in encouraging the younger men,
undeveloped, and perhaps as yet affording no very marked indications of what
they may grow to, there is needed a large
measure of judgment and
discretion.

years, they have labored and laughed and
sung in the sunlight. Whatever is to be
done at all must be done quickly.
The
night-cometh in which no man can work.

still

difficult brapehes to advan-

tage. - Perhaps they do not see how at
their time of life, and without means perhaps, they can do it.

sinners,—an

tion of redemption held by the church for
a thousand years. To alter Scriptural
facts is heresy; to amend accepted theo-

should

neglect

le

1

so many attendants of church, if the pastor

laborers

to

sized.

Sunday-School Convention oi Paw.
tucket, R. I.

on the part of the Union, butwe are sorry that

is

committees

I

{are &

instruction of ministers without intellect-

it

ries of them is not heresy.

overheard

of

these

land most faithful missions, we deem it inexpe(dient to establish a mission in Turkey.” .We
would not doubt the wisdom of this decision

study, and so be prepared to pursue high-

were

~~

pelled to leave and go elsewhere just because

have a place in the Lord’s vineyard or not to
know where that place is. - Their lives are
of narrow usefulness, since audiences do
not care to listen to them.
This is matter
of fact and Christian sorrow, not of unkind criticism. It teaches that people are
becoming less and less jaclined to hear the

:
much

railing in the heart of a great city.

saved by hope.”

'

that

and

Many ministers fail in success and are com.

ual resources equal,at least, to their own.

The Baptist Missionary Union has declined
to send the Armenian Dr. Haygooni as a mis-

well-equipped

Rather,

truth;

The d

is the treasurer or paymaster of a business cor.
poration.
ges
fd

small general intelligence, who seem not to

©

conse

and regular in providing a minister's livingas

intelligence of the finest order as well as
Christian piety and spirituality. As cultivated audiences, when a speaker fails to please
and satisfy, quickly and quietly withdraw,

Two ragged, hungry-looking, shelterless
tramps lounged at sundown near an iron

itis
are

about this important work.

one thing to deny, for instance, that Christ

so.

The influence of their labors can not

no course of religious instruction and with

ingeds toning up ow this subject and it is" high
time the whole Christian community was

the

say ‘whether or not he shall be engaged, Al.
that help support should have a vote in this.
matter. Committees should be as attentive

There are other ministers, however, with

fully equal to the burdens and responsibilities
of the family; The moral sentiment of society

logical school.

in doubting

He has a place for them and they

be duly measured or estimated.

| already ‘sufficiently simplified.” The best
way of meeting this difficulty is to strengthen
manhood and womanhood so that they shall be

the church theories about those
ples.
A man must certainly be very

But not

ers.

| They are, we venture to say, equally serious in
those classgs;of 'society where the family life is

possessing only a bare country-school
education and somewhat advanced in life,
who give satisfactory evidence of a call to
the ministry. Many would say that they
should be posted off at once to the theo-

ligion, but, as well,

Master.

the W(¢

the minister finally. They are to procure a
candidateand
, the church and society are to

fill it to his honor aud glory. They are
excellent pastors and wise Christian teach-

any of pionary to Turkey. The authorities say: “In
princi- view of the destitute condition of our oldest

or put-themselves under a private tutor,
under the pastor himself perhaps, that
they may acquire suitable knowledge of
such branches of learning as are necessary
to every man who occupies a public position in society and also some discipline in

hope, and hope we must always have;
the sheet anchor of the soul.
‘ We

fret and chafe under its ‘burdens, and at last
throw them off in a disgraceful and, cowardly
divorce.
We believe there is a third way, and the best
way of all. Family life doubtless needs sim‘plifying in many circles, especially in that less
numerous element of society called the higher
class, but the evils connected with the institu| tion of marriage are not peculiar to this class.

her €0

is not the province of the committee to engage

Many ministers without a course of the-ological study do excellent service for the

of the wealthy and a failure without money, to

holding opinions subversive of the fundamental and structural principles of our re-

times be, but let us beware of desponthem attend some academy or high school,
dency, for it means the - banishment of |

'

nature

the

or

mysteries of God's being,

present pastor=- He may be a new comer.
He finds one or two members of his church

wants and feeling its own obligations, as
when it is filled with despondency.
There
is in it then a ceaseless agitation, a bitterness, or an“apathy, that makes it unimpressible, unteachable.

which are merely human theories. The
explanations of acute minds about the

by

converted. © They allow the molding -and
formative period of life to pass unimproved, and thus treasure up to themselves
| hard and discouraging work by way of thus cometo be so associated with the
subsequent discipline and training, or en- plain facts of the gospel, as to be made a
ter at length on the seivice with little ar part of the facts and of equal importance
no proper. preparation for it, and thus for- ‘with them. Of course, then, to touch
ever lose a large share of possible effi- such a theory enveloping such a fact must
seem, to many, like meddling with the
ciency.
Now, this state of things may not be very truths of God. - In this way heresy
the result of neglect on the part. of the has been made to consist, not merely in

8a All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &C., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Contributors will please write only on ene side of
to

may

to dogmas

value

give an exaggerated

years to

there would be no complaint of the minister all
the time begging for means to pay his bills, jt

Young Men for an Educated Ministry.

to evade these manly and womanly responsibilities, to believe that-the-family is the luxury

dency now, as it has generally been, is to

the way of service, or to themselves in the
way of preparation for it. This is true of

C. A. BICKFORD, Editor.
CYRUS.Ji ORDAN, Assistant Editor.

their

precious

ligations, to sneer at the family and marriage:

E-a)

this way, they allow

pass, of but little benefit to the church

ten-
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teacher.drink. a glass of beer:

Sunday-schools.
;
Rev. L. Dexter believed in
in the line of temperance.
.
Rev. Smith Baker then delivered an address
"* “onsecrated Teachers.” We can not give
“ave not. ‘We can not teach and im’

“her souls more than we have it
*r teaching will never ris
J

«vn Christian character
‘ah our scholars 8°

Aves.

on“,
Whatw,
0 A
€88 upo,

our own
i

Sunday-school

It isd

Jods Word:

‘ans his OF

LINPERFECTIN OF

i

EW

~~ «THE
—

I

”

Syn

his class.
truth; the conseeration of himself to

that shall tell in helping

world to-day.

lecture
«ized. The illustrations given in the
.
were most vivid and can not be reported.
sr.

H. K. Clark, superintendent

favorable, the attendance

Leen a very pleasant and profitable occasion.

COR.

birthday:

my

Oct. 11, the day

the part of the delegates.

seventy-

the

to my father’s record, the day

According

a day

was

N. H.,

of my birth in Madison,

expressed

of storm and tempest, The elements were
clothed with dismay and uttered the voice of

and

this

into

advent

my

of

day

the

of

world. My seventy-eighth birthday was in
striking contrast With the day above described.

procession pass-

¢ Regeneration

On meeting them at the door, and shak-

their

Resolved,

their

The Woman's Mission

the heavenly home. The visit was crowned
with a rich repast, served by the ladies of the

DANIEL JACKSON,

aforesaid.
Varysburg, N. Y.
i 0
BNE

!
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Fiftieth Anniversary in Saco.
Wednesddy

anniversary of its organization on
evening, Oct. 11.
ly

50th

the

celebrated

church

The Saco F. B

The occasion was one of reunion and friendgreeting, and served to revive pleasdint

for the

and inspire all with hope
memories,

After all had parfuture work of the church.
taken of & ‘bountiful supper and enjoyed an

conduct

pastor

hour of social good cheer, the

ed appropriate anniversary exercises, consist
ing of singingby the choir, prayer by Rev. VY.

I. Smith of Limerick, readings by Mrs. F. L.
Durgin and Miss Tarbox, which were very
much enjoyed by all present. The pastor then
gave a brief history of the church from its orthat beginhas grown

ganization, from which it appears
ning with 17 members, the church

of nearly

names

the

contains

till the record

900, who have been secured to its fellowship.
about half of
325,
The present membership is 325,
whom are non-resident.

Wal-

School.

the first of
members

of

Canfield.of the Greenwich

St.

churches have decided to use Long’s series of
paintings on Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress this
winter.....There came near being quite a serious accident on the mew church in Olneyville recently.
By the breaking of a rope a
truss weighing about 2,500 lbs., for supporting
the roof, fell, when within a few inches of its
destination, te the floor, a part of it broke off
and went to the cellar. Thirteen men were
handling it and all escaped without serious injury.
~
New York.

From Tennessee-

tors, most of whom have been true men, and |
1 have been laboring with the Methodists
useful. Of these 6 have been called to their
reward; while others remain to finish their
recently in & revival of religion near here.
work. Their names are, James Fernald, EbenThe result was a general awakening of
The Rev. I. B..Coleman,of West Stepheuever G. Eaton, Aaron Ayer, Lewis H. Withsinners, a reviving of the church, and
town, writes:
‘I had the pleasure of baptizChas. Bean, James
am, Darling. Huntress,
thirty-one
professing
religion.
I
think
.| ing three more last Sabbath who united with
Rand, Daniel Jackson, D. M. Graham, Stephprobably a number will join the F. B. the church,to whom the hand of fellowship
en Bathrick, C. H. Smith, J. M. Bailey, F. W.
church at Liberty.
Ours revival meeting
was extended at the water. The frequent adStraight, O. T. Moulton, Ezekiel True, C. H.
season
is
just
now
beginning
and I hope to
pasditions to the church, though few this season,
present
the
and
Tyrie,
Webber, Thomas
be able to report a large gain soon.
are bringing encouragement to pastor and peotor, J. W. Parsons.
ple....Rev. W.. Joy, of the Whitestown
:A-revival was recently held by Brethren
The church has had its share of sunshine
the past, and is full of
Letters were read from
M. Bailey, D. D., gave
cenoes of his pastorate

through

safely

but it has come

and shadow.

courage for the future.
former pastors, and-J.
some pleasant reminisand spoke hopefully of

“ the future,

Rev. E. K. Chaneller, of the Main St. Bap-

tist ehurch, brought the greetings of the other
churches of the city, and congratulated the
church upon its age, its future prospect, and

F.

its soundness in the faith. ' Rev.

son extended the hand of fellowship

the

outlook for us as F.

hopeful

Phe congregation sang * Praise

of

Baptists.
from

Gud

COR,

bave been taken to make the minutes readable

the amount

Pastors* can gell copies at the price

mentioned or take collections and forward the
Prompt returns are
same to the Secretdry.
desirable. Pastors wha fail to receive minutes

of

+

C. A. GLEASON, Sec.

>-o-&
+
>
iw

At the annual meeting of the F. B. Temper-

ance Union recently held in Great Falls, N. H.,

resolution

was

unanimously
:

st- earnestly
recombe
Sabbath in pli

Te

observed annually by all our churches
Sunday-schools ‘as Temperance Day.

and

It is sincerely hoped that this matter will
adopting this resolution,—

not end in merely

but that the work which it contemplates’ will
all our

in

be faithfully ‘and heartily done
churches and Sunday-schools.

will

It is hoped that all eur pastors

on Temperance

preach

on that day; that the breth-

ren and sisters will talk and pray about it in
social meeting;

and

that it

will

be made

the

whenever

theme of Sunday-school
they are held.

concerts

If intemperance is the
copffonts us in our work

greatest evil that
to-day, if it is keep:

ing more people from the church and Sunday-school than any other one thing and per-

and so is
haps than all other evils combined,
of Christ
Jeeping them out of ther kingdom
and hinderi# the triumph of the Gospel, can
!

f

IN ORIGINAL]

follow their Muster in the ordinance of bap-

a

pastor.

their pastors.

A

rough

There are sixteen

esti-

ers.

At this rate, preachers

churches

can

not

Ihave never

seen

a

report

yet

Another

result

was

:

«

The

[We invite the sending from all our

These

not

necessarily

for

publication,

and

* The

af-

After the sermon while the congrega-

field of labor

‘The relation between the pas-

tor and church for four years.and a half

have

been of the most friendly and eordial nature.
Rev. J. B. Lash succeeds to the pastorate of
this church in connection with that of the Unjon church, which church he has efficiently

~

served

for

two

years

and

a

half.

«...The Newton church made their re
tiring paseor and family a very pleasant sur-

items

sh

writes:

Liberty church were very tender and

fecting.

‘prise visit on the afternoon of Sept. 11.

must be accompani ed by th 0 addresses of the writ
ers,

A. H. Whitaker

tion sang, ¢ When shall we meet again?’ nearly every one in the house took the pastor by
the hand wishing him Godspeed in his new

churches of

of news.

The society is

Ohio.

Rev.

East

Ministers and Churches.
items for this department

Dickinson

farewell services of A.H. Whitaker with the

'

*Except, probably, Harper's Ferry.

from

was built, twenty-one years ago.

that

14.

to

out of debt for the first time since the church

they found a man who did not so believe
to preach for them.
go
W. A. HEADRICK.
Try
Oct.

communication

day evening of each month.

the

Star that a southern church* has ever contributed a cent for mission purposes either
home or foreign.
I lost the pastoral care
of a church some two years since for the
reason that they thought I was a mission man. I told the deacon of the church
that I thought they ought to try to do something in that line, and the

was it an encouragement

Center gives a hopeful view of the condition of
the church.
Some are awaiting baptism.
The
ordinance of the Lord’s Supper, which had
been neglected, is to be observed the first Sun-

live

in

Especially

workers in the 8. S. to see the fruit of ‘their la-

and it was estimated that the whole sixteen pay about $150 per year, and this
must be divided among about ten preach-

Pilot Hill, Tenn.,

/

Temperance Day.
the following
adopted ;

to support

and préach too.

churches, and it is desired that returns be
made at the rate of five cents per copy. Pains

please notify me.

of the Dale F. B. church and congregation
have been permitted to seé believers in Christ

bors, as members of the school were buried
with Christ in baptism to rise to newness of
life.
)

Minutes of the Ohio Association.
These minutes will be sent to pastors, or

named.

pose the principal reason is inability or
unwillingness on the part of the churches

the churches of the Union Association pay

bh

andthe matter is well worth

I sup-

from the

felt like saying, It is.good to be here.
9

of pastors.

E. Davi-

All present

was pronounced by J. M. Bailey.

are destitute

tis.

the benediction

whom all blessings flow,” and

churches

spending a few days with.them the last week
of the present month; perhaps in view of laboring with them sometime in the future.”
For the third time this season the members

mate was made by one or two of the breth ren at our annual meeting of ‘the amount

spoke

and

river,

"sister church across the

Q. M. is contemplating visiting the churches
and people of Poestenkill and Alps, and

Woolsey and Blazer at Chimmey Top, which
resulted in an accession of some twelve to
the church. In our annual meeting, we
reported a gain of about forty.
Several

opel 10 a nymber

They

of beautiful and appropriate

reach this office before Saturday night in order to
got into the next issue of
the "Star, We, of
of | presents as tokens of parting friendship and
course, reserve the right to condense, and to reject, goodwill.
This and the Broadway church are
when for any re
it shall seem “Well to do so,
now without a pastor. They are an apprecia«
matter thus furnished, ]
tive and earnest people, and will do well by
*

The friends at White Rock
contributed

and

Little Falls

in the surprise given to their pas-

tor, Rev. J. R, Franklin,recently....Rev. A. L,

any minister who will laber faithfully with
them.... The Broadway church also surprised
their pastor, on the occasion of thelr farewell
service, with a copy of ¢ Webster’s Unabridged

Morey will soon give a series of illustrated ser

Dictionary’,

preaches....Rev. C. F. Penney

bas given up

ones’ in the Sunday-school each gave a parting
handshake and a nickel apiece with which he

of Rev, E. M. Long’s

is to get some keepsake to remember them by.

mons at Graf and Windham Center where he
the

State management

Illus, Paintin
burn, hdd been appointed to take charge of the
work of supervision....Rev, Samuel Brooks,
of Gray, and now preaching in Parishville, N,
Y., is in poor health, He is well liked in New
York,

'

The

older

while

people

sixty-five of the

in their

about $13 in his hand.
of

the

pastor

who

‘little

hand-shaking

left

They have the thanks

felt

to

appreciate

these

presents in the expense of moving to a distant
field of labor.”
»
The

Rev.

O.

EH, Baker

rites:

‘* It

church

Subbath

The

will

with

It ought

use, St.

Jacobs,

Oil,

I would be recreant

to

my

duty

ta

There

is More

Strength

hon-

MAHOMMED

was born at Mecca

An old physician rétired from practice, having
had placed in his hands by an East India mission-

remedy for

ary the formula of a simple vegetable

the speedy and papmanant cure for Consumption,

Bronchitis, Catarfh, Asthma, and all Throat and
Lung
Affections, also 8 Dociive and radical cure

with

English,

or

French

this recipe, in German,

Sent by
full directions for preparing and using.
mail, by addressing with stamp, naming this paer, W. A. NOYES, 149 Power’s Block, Rochester,

of more than usual interest.
Bro. Young from the
Unity and Prospect Q. M. was present; also Bro.

Q. M.

was present
:

and

Next session with the church at East Corinth,

Tuesday,

Dec. 5, at2 P. M.
V. D. SWEETLAND,

Clerk.

Lebanon (Ill.)—Held its last session with the
Antioch church.
Four of the churches were rep-

resented by letter and the Mt. Zion, Bethany,
Fairview and Antioch churches were represented
by delegates. No business of a special character

was transacted.
Bro. J. H. Smith was chosen
Clerk, to whom all communications ag Q. M. Clerk
may be addressed.
. Next sesion with the Mt. Zion church, commencing Friday, Nov. 17, at 2 p. M. Hope
all the
churches will send delegations.
;
:
J. H. Smita, Clerk.

Potter Co. (Pa.)—Held with the Port Alleghany cburch, Sept. 15—17.
Rev’s H. Payne, from
East-Troy, and J. S, Harrington, from Elmira, N.

Y., were
and

present;

A. A.

Cool.

also

Rev. O. C. Hills, pastor,

The

meetings

terest and numbers to the last.
revailed

in all

the

increased

in in-

Cordial harmony

business meetings.

The

fol-

owing resolution among others was unanimously
passed :
Resolved,

That we give our aid to all endeavors

ry.

13t4leow

*

The poor are they who

feel poor.

0

Fotices.

sion should be sent to Rufus

Deering,

Me.

1st Lisbon

church

requested

the‘examination of

Bro. A. T. Hillman for ordination.
examined

before

was voted
ceed with

the

Ie was

Conference,

after

duly

which

it

that the church be authorized to prohis ordination. The preaching durin

session

was

by

Dr.

W.

H. Bowen,

of the Mich.
and Educa-

tion Societies.
a
Rev. J.D. Batson, Northfield, Minn.,

wishing

to entertain

session will notify the Clerk.

of the Home Mission Board,
Sheri

be. sent for Home

Y.M.
Rev. N.
Baptist

foreign,

to whom

and

be sent in

aid

of

H.

(1362)
those

preparing

all Home Mission funds are to be sent.
H. H: Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer
the Iowa F. B.
Home Missions.

of
,

Glory to God.

session with

its

third

the South Bloom church, Aug,

19, 20.

As many times in the past, a good seasou was en.
Joyed by the ‘many
gathered
on this occasion.
e churches were well represented both by deletion and letter, stating a good degree ot interest
the Christian work.
We much enjoyed the 1aof Elder Bates of the Marion
(O.) Q. M,, and
| bors
1
‘Elder Dinsmore of the Prairie City (1lL) Q. M.,
| whose
/ labors were highly appreciated by large
and

attentive audiences.

Satrday

evening

was

occupied by the ladies in behalf of Woman’s Mis.
sion Work. The meeting
was ably conducted by
the president, Sister
William Eastman, whose
farewell address was one of marked interest to
the lovers of mission work.

Her subject, * In Un-

fon there is strength”, was ably
e Lord

bless this noble work

discussed.

May

in the salvation of

many {rom the thralldom of heathenish darkness.
"Next session with

ing Saturday
10-4 M..

the Venice church, commenc-

before the third Sabbath in Nov., at
J. B. STINEBAUGH, Clerk.

Meeling,

/the Brookfield church.

its Sept. term with

But few of the churches

reported 4 letter, and but few delegates were
sent,
The ordinary business of
Conference
performed by the delegates present. The re.
Hgious services were spiritual and profitable to
all
present, and good Eoligretal ions were in at.
tendance. Tne brethren felt that there is a wrong
mewhere in the churches in not more fully repoii
themselves at the Q. Meetings.
This 18
a serious drawback to the success of the cause of
Christ with us.

“Next

term is to be held with the Tuscarora

church, Dec. 22—24.

Otsego

the Oneonta
J. H. Cox,

ent, and

;

A.V. WELLS, Clerk.

(N. Y.)—Held

its last ‘session with

church, commencing

from

added

the Whitestown

to

the

interest

Sept. 20.

Rev,

Q. M., was

pres.

of

the session,

A

to whom

~
(8t30)
North Parma, Monroe Co., N.
Central Association, to whom
should be sent.
Honey Creek, Wis.

State

Mission

Society will be holden in the Free Baptist church
at Biddeford on the evening of Wednesday and on
Thursday, Nov. 15, 16. A full attendance is desired.
and other arrangements

soon.

R. L. HOWARD, Rec. Sec.
There will be a three days’ meeting held with

the East Gains (N. Y.) church in Mooroe Q. M., to
commence Friday, Oct. 27. Come one, come all.

Pray

for us that

there.

the

Lord

will revive his work

3

C.

H, HoAG.

Rev J P Lewis
+

Lee

Biss via

Verona

Paw Paw.
Gobleville

?

M
W. M’s,
QM WM
church
*
**

Oshteno
.
Nevins Lake Ch
Lunsing Ch

Lansing, Mich.
Quarterly

ol

prepared

Scripture

Selections

Services

es-

at Christmas

Beautiful
Carols
Main and others.

$3 per

100 Copies ; 4 cts.

Doane,

each by Mail.

for examination on receipt of25 cents:
A

be sent

U.S.

tage stamps will be received.

Pog-

-

A full Catalogue of our Christmas Cantatas,

Serviees, Carols and Anthems, sent free
cation,

on appli-

.

:

Ninth Street,

New

York.

81 Randolph Street, Chicago.

Pills.

Physic.

2.12
3.41

09

»

CURING

Costiveness,
yspepsia,

Sasmdice,
Indigestion,

D, shutary’ Foul

Stom-

ach and
Breath, Headache, Erysipelas, Piles,

1.50
15.00

Notices.

Lowry,

For all the Purposes Of a Family
16

24.39
29.63
A. E. WILSON,

Messrs

9. All the'above are new ; the set will

1.90

2.00

by

Ayer's Cathartic

5.70

4.506
5.00

Rheumatism, Eruptions

and Skin Diseases, Biljousness, Liver
Comaint, Dropsy, Tetter,
and
Salt
mors
Gout, Neura)
e Blood, are

1.35
Treas.

-

Nov. 8, at9

o’clock A. M.
A. S. HILTON,
Cattaraugus (N. Y.) with the West
church, commencing Friday, Nov. 8, at.
Opening sermon by Rev. Wm. Harrison.
NEWTON C. MCKOON,
Wheelock (Vt.) with the East Haven
Session begins Oct. 27.
H. LOOKHART,
Grand
Rapids
(Mich.)
with the

Clerk.
Valley
3 p. M.
Clerk.
ckurch.
Clerk.
Plain-

fleld church Nov. 8, at 1 o'clock.

L.

F. F. BAILEY, Clerk.
Fond du Lac (Wis.) with the Oakfield church,
commencing Nov. 10.

W. MITCHELL, for Com. of location.

Delaware & Clayton (Iowa) at
N.-W..

for

$4 per 100 Copies; 5 cts. each by Mail.

Washington (Pa.) will hold its next session
with the Rockdale church, Nov, 3-b.
Opening
sermon by Rev. J, Barr.
W. PARKER, Clerk.

Nov. 21-26.

and

Easily rendered with fine effect.

EY

5.43
4.50
2.31
78

Meeting

times.

76 East

Co

Rev O C Hills Port Allegany Penn
BY EXPRSS.
Prof R C Stanley Lewiston Me
© Michigan Yearly Meeting.
Receipts for Sept., 1882.

Oakland Q
Hillsdale
Montcalm
Carson City

16 pages of Songs

pecially

BICLOW& MAIN,

Books Forwarded
BY MAIL.
Richmond

—

Christmas Service No. 5, by Rev. Robert Lowry.

Christmas Annual NO. 13.

Notices.
The annual meeting of the Maine

Parsonsfleld (Me.) at Limerick,

{

‘Tuscarora (N. Y.)—Held

~ |

Perkins, 18 Appleton St., Bos-

ton, Mass.
Rev. J. C. Steele,
Y.,Treasurer of the
all its contributions
Rev A H Whitaker,

collection was taken, which amounted to $18 and
was immediately
forwarded.
We were favored

Huron

Toledo,

Home Dep’t Iowa Yearly

Rev. Charles'S.

ence was transacted in barmony. The social
meeting on Saturday afternoon was spiritual and
all felt that it was good to be there. In view of
the immediate wants of the Foreign Miscion a

&

8!

A new Cantata by W. Howard Doane, excels in
appropriate Songs and Recitations for Christmas celebrations.
$20 per 100 Copies ; 25 cts. each by Mail.

Prairie City Sl) -Conveed with the Bethel

Seneca

the

of

church, August
25, 26. The churches except one
were represented.
The business of the
Confer-

Clerk.

for

.

Iowa, Treasurer

A. M. JONES, Clerk.

—t
(Ohio.)—Held

and

CHRISTMAS.iss

Va.

Rev. S.F. Smith, Fairbury, Neb., Treasurer of
M. Soc. of No. Kan. & 8. Neb. Y. M,,ifo whom
H. H. Withington,

the December

P, CHRISTIAN,

Cloth

Education

N. H.

Gospel ministry.

Programme

r

W.

Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education Soc. ,to whom contributions
may

Oil

13635

all money

Ferry,

Home Mission

Societies,Coné¢drd,

Carpeting,

(25t)
Treasurer

Missions within the Wis.

Harpers

C. Brackett,

RUGS,

BOSTON.

Treasurer of Storer College and Ageut of Shenandoah Mission.
Moses
B. Smith,
Treasurer of the
Freewill

Rev’s bi

with preaching by Bros. Bennett, Haines, Dodge
and Dinsmore. i:
November session
wi thi: the Cotton Wood
A
church, six miles South of tushnell.

“wy

558 and 560 Washington St.,

of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should
be sent.
(10128)
Rev. J. H. Walrath,
Waupun, Wis., Treasurer

Boyd, Collamore Purington, and A. A. Hanscom.
ny church

#

And every grade and variety of Foreign

(25122)

Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M.

the

Bowdoin
(Me.)—Held
with
the Topsham
_chyrch, Sept. 27, 28. The attendance of delegates
wis small,” The social and preaching services
were well attended and we trust profitable. The

fh

Portland,

money contributed within the bounds

Next
15-17.

West
Pike church, Dec.
S. H. MARIN, Clerk.

have

Patrons.

and Domestic
Matting.

Rev. S. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Communion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (5238)
Rev.A. E Wilson, Lansing, Mich., to whom all

all money for this Soc. should be sent.

the

managers

ORIENTAL

Post-Office Addresses.
REV, E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52t
All money contributed for the Maine State Mais-

to banish intoxicating drinks from our country.
Collection for support of ministry was $17.
session with

the

WILTONS,
BRUSSELS,
MOQUETTES,
~
AXMINSTERS,

¥

churchat Newport. The weather was fine and the
churches were well represented. It was a session

Advertisers.

CONSUMPTION CURED.

|

our Zion through our Q. M. Tt was voted to empio an evangelist for six months to labor in our
itute churches.
«Nest session will be held with the Chalmers
church, commencing Friday, Dec. 22, at 2, P. M.
D. C. CURTIS, Clerk.

the

Ho

this motive and a desire to relieve human suffering, I will send free of charge, to all who desire it;

its last session with the

B

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

about 570.

in thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make
Actuated by
it known to his suffering fellows.

and important business was
done, if carriea out,
looking to the building up of the waste places in

R

J ELBA SONS&CO.

for Nervous Debility and all Nervous Complaints,
after having tested its wonderful curative powers

‘Wapsipinicon (Iowa.)—Held with the Buena
Vista church. A good
delegation was
present

Whitcher—D

H Whitaker—C

+ —

hares.—drab.

two

catch

to chase and

It is hard

session, the only bell, by the way, in the Q. M. belonging to our
omination, and the first ringing
of which was for its convocation.
The next session of this Q. M. has not been lo=
cated.
. . MILES G. WOODCOCK, Clerk.

Sanborn—H

CARPETS

Adamson’s
Botanic Balsam,
a sure oure for
coughs colds, asthma,
and all diseases of the
lungs. Price 35 and 75 oents.
Trial bottles 10
cts.
z

For Nervousness,
Indigestion, Etc.
Send to the Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. L., for pamphlet. - Mailed free.

Gerry from the Sebec
preached to us.

L

restoring power ina

New Lungs can not be made by medi=
cines, or the skill of physiciang; but the old ones
can be strengthened and preserved by the use of

sion was the ina
ation of a new thousandpound bell, just put io position upon the Hadley
meeting-house sadly upon the first day of the

Johnsbury,
sik

can be given than the above.
Readers must exersise their own judgment on articles advertised.

Comets approach the sun head on. When they
recede from the sun they travel tail foremost.

ment of the great moral principles inculcated in
the Scriptures, and were enforced by sound logic,
plain common sense and, as truth is eloquent, we
may say with eloquence. It is enough to say of
Bro. I. J. Hoag that upon this occasion he was fully himself again. A pleasing incident of the ses-

Vt., and
i

- No further guaranty concerning advertisements

est, earnest zeal for the advancement of the cause

Exeter (Me.)—Held

Smith—Mrs

To

recent visit to England, is hard
photographer
has sold 25,000

and body, See other column.

but ourselves injustice to remain silent.
His sermons were methodical, consistent, sound and) raal for, the advancetional SxEDosiiions of, and ap

H.

been deceived, the deception will be exposed.

bottleof Parker's Ginger Tome than in a bushel of
malt or a gallon of milk. This explains why invalids find it such a wonderful invigorant for mind

was Bro. John B. Randall, con¢erning

of

Rev.

Letters Received.

The stranze revulsion of feeling in favor of Cetewayo, during his
to explain.
One
of his pictures.

whose ministrations we should do not only him

S. Kenaga

the

et, i 10 by 5 Sho, Bor

any time. it shall appear that

those

Horsford’s Acid Fnosphate

r

Drew

To

throughout by that harmonious intercourse and
under Him

by

Ne advertisements will be admitted to the columns of this paper, of whose pure and - truthful
character satisfactory evidence is wanting. If at

and

afflictéd, did I not raise my voice in its praise.

leading. spirit of the session

Lillie

17,

(St. Lous Chronicle.) | -

says:

its Sept. session

Miss

Whidemore~MraSWoods~4
oung.

surprise their rheumatism and themselves also at
the result, J. D. L. Harvey, Ksq., of Chicago,

time

methods that arise from

D

well Cou-

;
\r

our suffering friends to

I have

of

J J Ally— F Brooks— J Baker— D M Buffam—
Mrs J Bliss—J Boyd—Mrs C F Bonney—J M Bedell—John Butler—L M Caverly—C
Catpbell—D
Cox—P Cranston—Mrs J B Davis—W
W,Dean-—L
Decker—Mrs H Estes—B H Fish—A
Fay—E C
Flanders—Mrs M A Field—Geo- A.
—Mrs D
W Gammon—J. W Hovt—J Higgins—0'C
Hills—N
R Howard—Mary
H Irish—G ¥ Ingalls—Mrs W
Jacobs—W H Littlefield
—C'H Little—X Lynch—J
B Lash—J F' B. Monroe—D B Newell—J. C Osgood
—E W Page—G M Park—Mrs O ‘Rogers—B F
Rollins—Mrs 8 Sherman—J G Smith—J A Smilie

Advice is cheap,—dreadfully cheap.
But we
must be true to our instincts of humanity and tell

at Conklingville, The meeting was not largely attended, but ‘the exercises
re ‘characterized

The

A he

Poney

This

‘@uarterly Deetings.
unity of views and

ore

that much good will resultto the church in that
place ; which, with its friends, so well entertained the meeting.
A. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.

rier.
=
3

18,

Paige,

of Haverhill,
:

.
Lockhart,
Ceylon
Forsythe,of
Si.
and Helen Drew, of Dauriie i
4

Wed. evening was one of good interest and added
much to the interest of the session. We trust

it is dotng.—

Scott,

:

H., Oct.

Mr. Ira

Lockhart, ¥. B. Davis, of 8t. Johnsbury,
Alma E. Louie, of Barnet.
i

the Lester

The comet has a head 21,000 miles long.

Miss Etta

Rose, Mich.
i
Davis—Louie—-0¢t.

to
to

sented. The preaching was practical and spiritual,

to know pretty well what

and

.

N.

Spooner,

‘Wickens—Kenaga—At the residence of the

the social meetings were excellent and interesting.
The meeting of the Woman’s Mission Soslety on

Sept. 8,

get, also my

Lake George (N. Y)—Held

session will be held

Rev. Thomas.

Mr. C. L. Wickens, and

was good, and the churches were nearly all repre-

About twenty-five members are

the money I could

next

the

bride’s father, Oct: 11, by the Rev. J. S. Warren,

Ed. J. B.*

not able
not able

Paige—Scott—In Whitefield,

|. Whiereld,
8.

Otisfleld (Me.)—Held the Sept. session with
the church at East Buckfield. The attendance

He is preaching

at Rosendale.

Burton, of Norwich.
by

8o-

church. The collections tor State Home Mission
amounted 10 $15.70.
HIRAM CHAMPLIN, Clerk.

and work. I am determined to have an F, B.
house in St. Louis, the Lord being my helper.”

added them to the church recently formed
there.... Rev. J. T. Ward of the Park St. and

and Rev. H.

alternate.

given all

his Sunday-school at Arlington, Oct. 15, and

nt

The church has enjoyed the labors of 18 pas- |

three

Winnebago

four persons.

of the Master.

his work

pe
baptized

the

Would that we could get a little help!

Bro.

as an earnest Christian man.
Burgess has accepted a call to
of the Greenville F. B. church.
graduate of Bates Theological

November.
#Re¥.,A. Given

at

South

was good and.
Our

=

o.,
N.Y.
y
Richardson—Burton—At
Norwich,
Vt,
Sept. 4, by the Rev. J. C. Osgond, Mr. Henry P.
Richardson of Strafford, Vt., and Miss Mattie E.

fill the pulpit only a part of the time. The church-es ‘were requested to hold three days’ meetings
during the next three months.

We need $50 besides what I expect to get.

Island.

He enters upon

:

the

all of Warsaw.

Smith—Lanning—In Odessa, N. Y.,0ct. 16, by

the Rev. G. R. Foster, Mr. J. D. Smith of New field
and ® jee Thersa J. Laoning of Enfield, Tompkins

Clerk:

ioteresting.

er, of the Waterloo church, was
with us. His health is still poor,

be

raise $40 next week so that the work may go
on. We have paid $120 and, at present, have
everything but the ceiling, windows and seats.

is doing a gbod work and the church has confidence in him
Bro. G. A.
the pastorate
Mr. B. is a

Grove

doibg the work.
They are tryingto give each
$1 a week at present.
I hardly know how to

The Greenwich Street church, Providence, is
hopeful.
The first Sunday in October, two
happy converts followed the Lordin baptism.
They and one other united with the church the
same day.
In the summer five by letter and
two by baptism have been received to membership.
Several more by letter and baptism
are expected soon. : The pastor, Dr. Canfield,

secretary, ¥émarks by the pastor, Bro. Bullock of the Burns church, an essay by the vices
president, Sister Murphy.
The Election of officers for the coming year
took place as follows: Mrs. Henry Herbner,
President, from the Kewanee church; Mrs.
Allen Palmer, Vice-President, from the Liberty churéh; Mrs A. J. Crangle, Secretary and
Treasurer, from the Burns church.
Also appointed a home collector from each church
inthe-Q.
M. as follows:
Mrs. B. A. Gurney, from Kewanee church;
¢ James Maranville, from the Mineral **’ ;
Miss Fmma Raisner, from the Liberty
*¢
;
¢
Violetta Roberts from the Burns ~ “ °;
whose business will be to solicit members and
their quarterly dues of 25cts. for the society;
also to take subscriptions for the Helper.
The
exercises closed with an appropriate anthem.
We hope more of our Christian women will
unite with us and assist in advancing the cause
of missions.
|
A. J. CRANGLE; Sec. and Tres.

Mile

;

November.

Bro. Milliken is the right man in the

Rhode

Four

The Rev. R. Hayes, 3415 Cozzen St., St.
‘Louis, writes:
*‘‘ The Freewill Baptists are
working hard to get into their new church, in

....Revival efforts are now in progress in the
Sutton church,conducted by evangelist Jordan,
of N. H.--Rev. J. Woodman, the pastor, is
about closing his labors there. He is loved
and honored there and we hope may yet conclude to stay another year.

the meeting was presided over by one of the
society, The exercises consisted of music,

minister

young

the

to

place

to give

Society of the

the

Missouri.

the effort. Some resolved to seek the Lord
and have found him to the joy of their hearts.

M. 8.

hy

very

kins preached the opening sermon.

new field, Hortonville and Dale.

Land was well received as an evangelist and
preached with much power. The Lord blessed

Clerk pro tem.

dollars

every

right place....Rev. M. Atwood, pastor ofthe
church in Sheffield, has been alded in a three

nut Creek Q. M. held its first annual meeting
in connection with the Q. M. at Liberty
church, Sept. 22. In absence of the president,

Free Baptist Society in Varysburg. I bave
served this church over eight years and now
retire

days’ meeting recently by Rev. D. Land.

fifteen

with

The attendance

meetings were

y

Cornelia A, Lathrop,

cial meeting on Saturday afternoon was especially
interesting and profitable. Four ministers. were
present, each contributing to make the meeting
one to be remembered by all present. Eld. Enoc

chtirch has been under a cloud for a long time,
blthits prospects are brightening.
... The. Rev.
| M. G. Pett is meeting with good success in his

by Rev. E.

Resolved,
That as there is a large field in the
West for successful labor, and in consideration of

Walnut Oreek W.

we loved them all and hoped to meet them in

his people assisted

was

This.sum was subsequently raised to |

-and baptized

At 10 A. M., as the cur-

Owen.

I teld them

in my hand.

graciously deposited

meetings with

all the

Indip.

preached

day for the Lyn-

Rev. A. H. Milliken, pastor of the F. B.
church at West Derby, is now holding a series

favor of

dollars

(Iowa.)—Held

Hazleton church.

seems to pervade the church. For this they
are praying.
;
The Rev. Wm. Mitchell writes that he

by the baptism of three converts the first Sunday in October.
/

been

had

notes which

in

eight

(N. H.)—Held its Sept. sescion with

Waterloo

* At

their new pastor, Rev. A. H. Whitaker. After
spending a few hours in a pleasant, social way
they left for the benefit of the pastor and family about $30 worth of provisions. The congregations are small, but a desire for a revival

had a very pleas-

and that as a Y. M. we will use all our influence
to advance the temperance cause.
Resolved,
That we recommend our Q. M’s to

isters to come to our help.
M. C. MINER,

balf-

dollars, the

silver

the

dollars, and the bank

are

church,

he

A. D. SANBORN.

church, eommencing Friday, Nov. 3.
.
. F. PARKER,

“met, Oct. 11, for the purpose of a reception for

ville, Rev. A. P. Tracy, pastor, was cheered

the few Freewill Baptist. ministers that are here to
do the work,we feel that they are inadequate (or it.
Therefore, we appeal to our Eastern brother min-

All I could do was to thank them for

presence,

we

the ‘Homer

church.”

tain of mist, which enveloped the meadows,
rose, permitting the full shining of the sun,
four happy converts put on Christ by baptism.
An
orderly
multitude
was in attendance and also at the church, where five
persons were extendéd the hand of church fellowship.
May it be the beginning of: better
daysin Lyndon....The church at North Dan-

:

Y.M.

Wolfboro

:

be forwarded.

By request of the clerk,

the 1st Alton church.
It was a good meeting; and
there is reason to think that resident and visiting
brethren were benefited by this gathering.
Next session will be held with the 1st Effingham.

~ The members of the Honey Creek church

Vermont.

also Rev.

—12.

raised towards Sister Emma Smith’s outfit for

Rev. A, M. Freeman, of Tun-

don Center church.’

country, but it"will

with

ant harvest festival Sunday, Oct. 15.

ut forth a greater effor: in the future to secure a
11 attendance as each session of the Y. M.

(3)

ftrayer by the young minister, A. E. Schermerhorn, a recent graduate frem Hillsdale College. Now, I was called upon for a few re-

marks.

as a

this

in the evening received into the

Sunday, Oct. 8, was'a glad

with the Drsseuce of Bro. Wm. Slater from Cherry

: the last session of thie Rock River Q. M., held

Hampshire.

batbs....The Candia church

the proposed amendments to the Constitution of
the State of Indiana being submitted to a vote;

Rich,

Sabbath-school;

the

of

That

a family of ten

om.

Huschins—Wentworth~In @ssipee, N. H.,
Oct. 15, by the Rev. H, T. Barnard, Mr. Stephen
H. Hutchins and Miss Lizzie M. Wentworth, both
of Brookfield.
Martin—Lathrop—In Warsaw, N. Y., Oct. 11,
at the residence of the bride’s sister,Mrs. A. Akin,
by the Rev. B. F. Marsden, assi-ted by the Rev.
H. F.Dudley, Mr. L. Leonard Martin and Miss

Valley, kL
:
:
Next session with the church at Rome, Nov. 10

The Rev. A. D. Sandborn writes of money
not received soon enough to reach Miss S. in

bridge, Vt.,has been their supply fora few Sab-

the rest of the time by

resolutions were adopted :

and

ing on its way.

employed by
to our help.
was attended
feeling. The
afternoon by

Near the close of the Y. M. the following

choice music; (2) Remarks addressed to myself and ‘wife in behalf of the company by the

superintendent

that our brother

Justification”;

raised

&

Within the time additions of mem-

Wisconsin.

I arried.
Harmon-—Towle—In Freedom, N. H., Oct.
14, by the Rev. H. T. Barnard, Melvin A. Haimon,
y D-, of Ossipee, and Mirs Nellie Towle, of Free-

Rock & Dane (Wis,)—Held its last session
with the Hwansville church, Aug. 25-27. An interesting season was enjoved. We were favored

Al! because the Lord hath helped us.”

church at Gilford the first of January....The
Pine Street church, Manchester; is still hold-

en by the writer.

took possession of the rooms and proceeded in

carrying out

that

upon which there was a difference of opinion.
An essay on ** Labor and Education’ was giv-

in the situation snd at once understood the
whole panorama as being, indeed, a surprise
party. We surrendered without resistance to
the mighty hosts, and became their guests in
our own house. The company’ immediately

(1)

and

talked of.

harmonious in all its ex-

8.

The next session will, be held with the Franklin
church, Dec, 1-8.
E. J. MORGAN, Clerk.

some $1,200. It is now second to none in the
city. The congregation and Sunday-school

church.
‘
;
‘We learn that Rev. F. L. Wiley has given
notice that he shall close his labors with the

Mr. Pierce gave an address on** Saving Truth”,

ing bands until our arms were tired, we took

pFograthme:

baptized

ministers to come

How we wish

When

The. Canaan church in Barrington is encouraged under the. labors of its pastor, Rev.
A. E. Boynton. Oct. 8, a young man was

Aree Baptists, but no
An earnest desire was

for Free Baptist

help us.

points

worked twenty years at that business.

~. New

Y. M. was not” well attended.
Rev. Mr.
Vaughn made s>me interesting remarks on

ing up the sidewalk and filing in at the front
gate.

£0 many

having

hundred people, and
children,”

Bro. Ferguson.
The next session of the Y.
M. to be with the White Co. Q. M.
The Ministers’ Conference just preceding the

wis sitting as usual with my family, chatting
with the young minister, who had dropped
in lest 1 might be away. Now, through the
windows, we saw the moving

are

Rev. Mr. Vaughn and

I

quiet.

all peaceful, calm and

1t was now

the

The Q. M’s general-

ministers of the East who are not
churches at home would. come
The social meeting on Saturday
with unusual good interest and
pulpit was filled on Saturday

terror and fear, Thunder and Tightning, howling winds pl driving snows, were the angry
features

Q. M’s. There

might be occupied by
one to do the Work.

The old gentrade,

ered over eight thousand sermons, attended
over two hundred funerals in Starks, married
over two hundred couples, baptized over two

There séems to be a, lack of workers in some of

before, was

by

bers, some fifty, have been made to the church.

ly reported prosperity, money having been
ild new churches,
-raised in all but one to

"my wife's birthday. She was sixty-six years
old.

but

blacksmith

on foot at night. In his life he has moved thir| ty-eight times and has erected twenty-three
buildings, Among othér things, he has deliv-

opening sermon.
The business of the Y. M.
was attended to with a degree of interest on

|

Two Birthdays—A Surprise Party.’
years old.

small;

a

have grown to the capaeity of the house, and
already the question of enlarging is being

Union,

anticipated. ‘Rev. Mr. Ferguson preached the

of the exercises that our first convention had

Oct.-12, 1882, was

was

is

Yhich was pleasant and

growing in strength and influence. Within
about one year, the house has been thoroughly
repaired—last fall in the basement, and recently in the audience room—at an-expense of:

into their lives than Elder

nineteen years old, he commenced preaching,
frequently walking ten miles to church ona
Sunday, preaching two sermons, and returning

delegation was somewhat,better than was at first

collation it the church and all felt at the close

! eight.

that

The N. Ind. Y. M. assembled at Ridgeville,
Sept. 22. The weather being somewhat un-

sisters furnished a bountiful

Loe

tleman

N. Indiana Yearly Meeting.

the

hog present through the day, and rendered
valuable service by leading the singing.
The Pawtucket

B. Temp.

work

clergyman, sixty-four years old.

H. F. Woop.
Rec. Sec. ¥.

Providence,

Sunday-school,

Williams

ser

of

to suppress

25, 1882. ~

:

John Spinney; of Starks, a Freewill Baptist

*‘gigantic crime of crimes” that is so cursing the

empha-

was

Christ

to

gennine hard

Aud with the blessing of God may the second
Sunday in Nov. throughout our Zion be one

The duty of visiting each member of the class
4nd being interested in their personal welover them
jare 88 8 means of gaining power

them

MORNING STARy —OBER

We clip the following from an exchange: | gratify some . 9h, people, former pastors whd
“Few men in Maine have crowded more others, to learn that the Marion church is

we afford to pass the matter over lightly, or
Is; with the simple adopting of a resolution?
the work of a teacher, no matter what it
the consecration of the class to Christ; the Brethren, let us give this subject a larger and
consecration” of himself to the study of the warmer place ia all our work for the Master.

lead

mr er

=

her consecration ‘to Christ as a teacher, to do

to

ER

Masonville,

BIXBY, Clerk.

Branch (Mich.) with Snow Prairie church
Nov. 10- 12. Opening sermon Friday evening by
Rev. A, Stevens.
C. F,
MYERS, Clerk.

ey are
e safest and best physic for children, Mo
mild as well as effectual.
Being sugar coated,
they are eusy to take; and being purely vegetable,
they arc entirely harmless.
I)

PREPARED BY

DR. J.C. AYER

& CO., Lowell, Mass.

Practical and Analytical Chemists,

*% By ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINES,

4 ti bir

{
a

lg

o

For the years go out and the years come in,
Regardless of these who may lese or win,
Of those who may work or play.
And the troops mareh steadily on, my boy,
\ To the army gone before;
;
You may hear the sound of their falling feet
Going. downto the river where two worlds
meet :
Phey go to return-no more.
There’s a place for you in the ranks, my boy,
Anxd duty, too, assigned:
i
Step into the front with a cheerful face; .
Be quick, or another may take your place,}
And you may be left behind.
There’s a work to be done by the way, my boy,
That youn never can tread again;
Work for the loftiest; low liest men ;
Work for the plow, plane, spindle and pen 3

Work for the hands and the brain.
Temptations will wait by the way, my boy,
Temptations without and within;
-

And spirits of evil; with robes as fair
As those which

the angels in

heaven might

wear,

:

‘Will lure you to deadly sin. =

Then put on the armor of God, my boy,
In the beautiful days of youth:
*

:

Put on the helmet, and breastplate, and shield,
And the sword thut the feeblest arm may
wield,

Ip the cause of right and truth,
‘With the peace of the gospel shod ;
And before high heaven do the best you can
For the reward and the good of man,
For the kingdom and crown of God.
—Sel.
0+

PLAYING

SCHOOL.

BY AUNT

MILLY.

“I don’t know what to do with myself,

—wish this rain would stop,” said Maggie
May as she stood looking out of the window in no pleasant mood. She had given utterance to the same words a number
of times since breakfast, but still the rain

came pouring down.

“Oh, I shouldn’t make

that wish, Mag-

77

MUDENTR IN oREtE.

i

of a fish, though it is not placed like the

fish’s.. The tail of a fish has its flat'sides
up and down so that when he strikes
with it he swims ahead,

as he chooses;

or to either side

and if he wishes to come

to the surface, he must turn his tail in order to do it. A whale’s tail lies flat, ‘and

every blow drives gm ahead, or upward,

or downward... One blow sends him to
the surface so quickly that probably he
has no more idea of hardship in breath-

ing than you have.

Will Maggie tell me

how many classes of whales there are
and the name of each?”
* Three, grandma says,” Maggie quickly replied—always glad to show her
grandma’s knowledge—*‘ sperm whales,

fin-backs and right whales ! »
2
~ “That
is the common idea, Maggie;
but my book here speaks of over thirty
species. There are, however, but two
groups of them, viz.; tooth whales and

The ‘first have teeth and:

the second whale ‘bone instead.
has

drawn

for us, and

two figures of
first is a front
great cave, and
is, the figure of

very

a whale’s
view. It
to show you
a child has

Robert

nicely

too,

hath sent me 30 I have sent you.”

young gentlemen

must

PURITY IN YOUNG WOMANHOOD.
Among the elements of beauty in the

heart.

Here are
a few

private letter:

sentences

from

a

‘True refinement is not

mouth. The mere outside polish. It goes
deeper and
looks like a penetrates to the very foundations
of charhow large it acter, It is purity, gentleness, and grace
been placed in the heart, which, like the perfume of a
near it; and, in fact, in the mouth of the flower, breathe ont and bathe
all the life
largest size s» grown man would appear
in sweetness. It is not mental culture;
no larger than that child does now. there is true refinement often where
eduHere we have a side view and lips. In- cation has been limited, where in the
side the lips you can see the whale bone. speech you may detect faults and errors.
This consists of a series of flat plates at- On the other hand, there is sometimes
tached to the skull, to the roof of the high intellectual training and furnishing
mouth, and hanging down in rows on without any true
refipement. That which
each side between the great flat tongue really refines is
purity of mind and heart.”
and the lips. Each slab of bone is broad- These words are
very true. It is not
ést at the top, and tapers downward, and possible even to think of true
womanhood

:

a

<

N\

ness of perfect faith in the hereafter often

'

entered the house.

Arthur meekly handed it to
out a word, and suffered himselfhimto wig,
be leg
away by his father. After
the effects of

The agent of regions below ?

the cider had worn off, Arthu
r was told of

what he had attempted to do.
:
** It was the cider thatdid it,”
he
sajg,
‘“ Every drop of it which 1
take seems t,

Who stealeth
the strength of the mighty
Who stealeth the wits of the wise?
‘Who maketh the good and the noble

fly right to my brain and crazes

A thing that the meanest despise ?”

And the wind of the wild Winter answered,
In a voice like a clarion call:
“Tis a beast legion-headed, a demon
Whom men christened ‘ King Alcohol.’

Jt

member,”

* You must give up drinking cider,
Ar.
thar. You woald have killed your broy,
er had you caught him."

-

Sends out from the kingdom of hell,
A many-faced démon, who doeth.
The work of the master right well;
For he weaveth his web round the noble,

* What if I had! O father, I' can neve
be thankful enough to you for teaching
|

And slayeth the soul with his breath, -

me instant obedience!”
He buried his face in his bands
and wy;
silent for some time.

* AD! this is the foefo all virtue,

And this is the agent of death.”
— Ella Wheeler.

*“I have resolved, with God's help, that
I never will touch another drop of
cider,
And, father, to aid me in keeping this.re
--

SWEET CIDER.
BY CECIL EARLE.

D

me.

has always been so ever since I can
Te

Atwood
town of

His farm was large and under

good cultivation; his barns
filled each year with golden

were well
grain and

sweet-scented hay ; and the house was new

and convenient, with bay windows

and a

broad piazza.
On the right of the well-kept lawn was
a large orchard which yearly yielded an

solution, I am going to ask you yor to discon.
tinue the use and sale of jt.”
gr
‘“I had already determined to
do 80.

When I saw you chasing Ernest, | made
a vow that it would be the last time you
would be crazed by drinking cider

made

by me. If you had killed Ernest, I should
alwavs have feltas if I, and not you, was

the murderer.”

Both father and son kept their word,
Aed instead of being famed for the superior quality of his cider, Mr. Atwood was

abundant crop of rosy-cheeked apples,
‘appears when given earnest expression
which were converted into cider, a porby a child.
tion of which was kept for home use, and famed for strong abhorrence of it. He
The other day, a little baby went out the
lost no opportunity of denouncing it and
rest sold in tbe neighboring villages.
of this world into the fairer one beyond.
was
the means of iuducing many others
Seven years previous to the opening of
The grief of little Edie—sister to the child
my story, Frank Atwood had wooed and to discontinne its use.
—was very great; she missed the bright
This is no flightof the fancy, kind
.Won the heart of the prettiest and brightface and tiny form that only a short time est
reader,
but a true story, related by a
girl in the village. To this pleasant
ago lay in the swinging cradle.
home he had brought his young bride, Christian temperance worker.
Two or three days after the little one
I have told it to you, hoping it will be
and here had been passed seven years of
had been laid to reft, Edie was playing unalloyed
a
warnin
g to many fathers and mothers
happiness. . During this time
with a friend. Standing thoughtfully two bright-eyed
who
are
daily using cider themselves and
boys had cometo increase
quiet for a few moments, she suddenly’
the cares and comforts of : their loving giving it to their children.
exclaimed,—
Cider may not have the same effact on
parents.
* O Emily, I do want to see dear little
‘ Really, Mr. Atwood, I would not al- your sons that it did on Arthar Atwood,
Lottie so much!
How glad I shall be low that child to drink
so much, cider,” but it will prepare the way for something
when I can, for I am going to some day.”
said a gentleman who was dining with stronger when they go oiit from the shel“And who can doubt it? Everywhere,
them one day,.as little Arthur passed his tering influence of homes, to mingle in the
above and around us, lie thé clouds, beglass to be filled the second time. *‘Ii world.’
yond them the vast heaven into which our
won't hgrt him,” answered Mr. Atwood
loved ones pass out of onr sight.
Yet, if carelessly.
THE BREWERS OAUGHT:
‘I've drank it all my life,
we hope to meet and be reunited once
The Association of United Lager-Beer
and it never affected me in the least.
more, we shall; if by patient waiting and
Here's Ernest, now, only six years old Brewers of New York, as a sort of bluslong serving we fit ourselves for the
tering challenge really intending to avoid
and can drink nearly as mach as I can.”
| Heavenly Kingdom.
Ernest looked up quickly and said, investigation, offered some time ago a roThey pass out of our sight for a little
** That's so, papa, and it doesn’t make me ward of one thousand dollars to*any pertime, but remember tho eterna! reunion I’
800 who should detect deleterions ingrecross neither, as it does Arthur.”
A friend says that those she loved and
dients
or poisonons adulteration in their
** Does it make you cross, my little
lost seem nearer to her if she daily names
man?” asked Mr. Atwood playtully, pat- beer. The secretary of the Moderation
them in her prayers. Heaven may be
Society caused the beer from the brewery
ting the head of four year old Arthur.
nearer than we think.
of
the president of the association, who
* Tourse it don't, papa. Why, I love it
*“ I have a triend, I can not tell just where,
also
bas presided over the Brewers’ Ooo
most
as
well
as I'do you. Please, mamFor out of sight and hearing be has gone;
ma, may I have some more cider?” asked gress, to be analyzed, and found it to be
Yet now, as once, I breathe for him a prayer,
Although his name is carved upon a stone.
the little fellow, as he passed his glass to adulterated by the use of glucose in large
quantities. A formal demand has been
be refilled.
** O blessed habit of the lips and heari 1
Not to be broken by the might of death.
** Not any more now, darling mamma's mde for the immediate payment of the
A soul beyond seems 80 less far apart .
one thousand dollars, to be given by the
afraid it will burt her little boy.”
If daily named to Heaven with fervi¥ breath.
¢ That's right, Mrs, Atwood, don’ al- secretary, when paid, in equal. parts to
‘Is one at rest with God, we well may think
low
him to drink too much,” said the gen- tour well-known charitable ind philasHe overhears the prayer we pray for him;
thropic associations. The brewers
tleman.
Our Father lets us keep the sacred link;
The hand of Prayer, Love’s holy lamp can trim.”
‘“ Why don’t you say, don’t allow him well us distillers need to be watched, or
rather suppressed.—Naflonal Temperance
When the desire to meet the depirted to drink any”
‘1 would if I thought it wonld do any Advocate.
grows upon us, let us uplift our eye in
0
0faith, and like the child say, ** I am going good, but you are n confirmed cider-drinkLIQUOR AND ORIME,
er and,of course, will give. it freely to yuar
to, some day.”"—A. B. B., in Youth's ComAt a recent meeting of the
childien. But warn you not te let Arthar
panion.
Social
Scienc
e Association at Saratoga, Carrell
drink
too much, for if, as Ernest says, it
->-@
makes him cross now, what effoct will it D. Wright, Chicf of the Massachuseits
MORAL OOURAGE.
Bureau ot Statistics, made a report to the
have
on bim as he grows older?”
'
In every school the difference is clearly
effect that sixty per ceot.of the convic‘“
He'll
get
used
to
it,
of
course.
But
marked between the boy who has moral
tions in Saffolk County, which includes
courage, and the boy who is mere pulp. see, you've Irightened May already with
the city of Boston, were for dessreutive
your
(oolish
forebodings.”
The one knows how to say * No.”
“I wish I could frighten both of you so rum otfenses, such as drunkenness, ligThe other is so afraid of being thought
uor-selling, liquor-ouisances, and liquormuch
that yon would never make, buy,
* verdant” that he soon kills everything
keepin
g ; twelve per cent. of the sentences
sell
er
use
another
drop
of cider as long
pure, and fresh, and manly in his characwere for other offenses committed while
as you live.”
ter and dries up into a premature hard*“ Why, what harm can sweet cider do the perpetrators were in liquor, making
ness of heart.
any one?” asked the farmer with a strong altogether eighty-four per cent. of the
Five luds were once gathered in a room
convictions iu Sutfulk County traceable
at a boarding-school, and four of them emphasis on sweet,
to
liquor. Politically Mr. Wright would
* No harm as long as it is sweet, but
engaged in a game of cards, which was
how long does it remain so? When it is have common drunkards disfranchised
expressly forbidden by the rules. One of
but a few hours old it contains alcohol. until a satisfactory evidence of reform is
the players was called out. The three
Ouly
think, Mr, Atwood, of giving alcohol made. In this we think he is right—
said to the quiet
Jad who was busy at to
Nat. Temp. Advocate.
these innocent boys!"
Sh
something else—

@
ih

* Give me that knife,
pathy,
sternly commanded Mr, Arthur,”
Atwood ag he

Who the promoter of vices ?
:
~ Who loadeth the bosom with woe?

A happier man than Frank
could not be found in the whole

FAITH IN THE HEREAFTER.
Of the widow of Charles Kingsley, a
friend says, ** Her faith in a reunion with
her lost one is so perfect that it amounts
almost to sight.”
:
This is beautiful indeed, but the loveli-

strance.

Tn the beautiful morning of youth ?

*

Youn

rents and acoustomed to obey their
sligy,
est command without a word
of remoy.

Who is the herald of sorrow,
And who the assassin of Truth ?.
Who is the help-meet of Satan,

This is the help-meet that Satan

ate only ged iy

x

Arthur had alway

* Who is the foe to all virtue,
Who is the chieftain of crime?
Who blackens the forehead of beauty,
Any} cheageth
the finger of time ?
Who maketh the heart to pe aged,

“+

;

s been
dutiful son, passionately fo ndan of Unusua);
his

*“ Ob! rest for awhile on thy journey,
. And answer these questions, I pray.

to the lower orders of animal life, where
brute force is the standard of merit.—But|
when men preten
that knowledge is

‘power, they ought
character of a ¥oung woman, none is public and'never appeagthaked and greasmore essential than putity of min®t and ed.—N. Y. Observer. '

|

who was b

apple trees which he had
recently py,
chased.

As he sped-like a steed on his way,

Christ | to the admiration of the refined!

of my righteousness.” —ddvance.

ACR.

WORDS FROM THE WIND.

“And
has remembered us all, from the greatest what progress they must make in the
to the least, and-has commissioned us and grand purposes of a college education,
prayed for us. Can we ever fail-ot fall when they rush into an arena half naked
away again? Can we ever! fear or follow and well greased! There are ways and
him at a distance ? «I will not leaveyoun means by which the aspirant for distinecomfortless. I will come untd’youn.”
tion in athletic sports may secure the ap‘ O thou afflicted, tossed with tempest plause of his friends; but we have not
and not comforted, behold, I will lay thy heard of the practice, in modern civilizastones with fair colors, and thy foundation, of college young men covering themtion with sapphires; and I will make thy selves with grease that they may the
windows agates;-and thy gates of carbun- more readily slip out of the grip of their
cles, and all thy - borders of pleasant antagonists.
And isit not high time that
stores.
Fear not, for I am with thee; be these silly contests in college were suf:
not dismayed, for I am thy God. I will fered to become things of the past? In
strengthen thee; yea, I will help thee, them there is nothing manly, much less
ea, I will uphold thee ‘with the.xight is there anything scholarly.
They belong

bpn®

her husband;

I called to the wind of the Winter,

commend them

gie”, replied her brother Bob, looking up its edge is split into
a sort of fringe. It without purity. 1t were as easy
to think
from the top he had just sent humming to is by means of this fringe that
‘the bone of a rose without beauty, of a lily
with.
the floor. *‘You forget how many poor whales get their food. You see these
‘people have been idle just for want of great lips. The whale drops them until out whiteness, as of a true womancharacter
withoat
this element.
this very rain. Some feared the mills | they lie flat, and then swimming along, ly
Amid
the
wreck
of
this
world,
wrought
weuld be shut down altogether if the dry the small molluscous adimals on which
by sin, there are still some fragments of
weather continued. For my part I hope he lives drift into his month.
When he the beauty of Eden, and amon g these
none
it may rain hard for two days.”
considers he ha¥ a mouthful, he raises his is lovelier than the unsullied
delicacy of a
“Of course you would say that just to lips and with his ‘longue presses the wa‘true woman’s heart.
It is possible, too,
be contrary. You never see things as I ter out through the plates
of bone. The to preserve this holy purity even amid
all
do. I hate rainy days, especially holi- little animals are caught in the fringe,
this world’s sin and foulness. Have you
days.”
licked off and swallowed. Small food, ever seen a lily floating in
the black
Bob might .have brought on a war of you say, for
such huge animals, but that waters of bog? All about it is stagnawords by retorting something about is their mode of living.
Some of the fin- tion,
iption, vileness, but in the midst
*“ selfish spectacles being poor glasses to
backs have measured one hundred and of it all the lily remains as pure as the
see through,” but instead he said pleasten feet. These are seldom killed’; for robes of an'angel.It lies on the dark
antly, “Let's play school, Maggie; it's
they do not make much. gil; and they pond, is rocked on the bosom of every
Jolly fun with Ethel for teacher. We'll
fight fiercely. As you already know, they ripple, yetit never takes a stain. It.ever
get our seats arranged first, and then I'll
are killed
with
harpoon
and lance.
holds up its unsullied face towards God's
find Ethel; T know she will come,” Bob
Bomb lances are now often used. They biue heaven and pours it8* fragran
ce all
eontinued, not noticing Maggie's ungraare fired from a heavy gun, and explode
about it. In like manner is it possible for
.
eioms‘‘ I just won't.”
after entering ‘the whule, and, of course, every woman to live in this world
of sin
“Why, yes indeed,” was E1h@l’s pleas- kill him.
and moral evil, keeping her soul unstainant reply to Bob's request. ‘I shall be
*““Robert, I have noticed a peculiar ed in the midst of it all, and ever
breathdelighted to spend an hour in that way,
twinkle in your eye, and a smile now and
ing out the perfume of holy, unselfish
and for a change I will give you an object then during our
lesson which I fail to ac- love. Ifthere is one
thing tht every
lesson on whales. I have just finished count for. Please explain.”
young woman should cherish above all
reading a most interesting sketch on the
* Oh, nothing, Miss May, only
I other possessions in
this world—it is the
subject.”
couldn’. help, thinking how much you brightest jewel of her queenly
crown—her
“Good! how fortunate. Our subject were like old E'der/Snow last night in
purity of heart, of thought, of imaginafor this week’s composition is ¢ Whales the Young Men's rooms—ver
y muvhegon-|gicn, of soul. On the window of her cell
and their Habits." I may get some valu- fined to your notes. The lesson bas been an
unhappy young queen-girl wrote with
able hints.”
‘just elegant,’ as you girls say, and if a diamond this prayer: « Keep
me pure;
‘I hope you may; but let us go to the you did have to glance at your author a make others
great.” This is a fit prayer
nursery. We shall be frée from inter- few times, why I forgive you.” And
for every young girl. She should miss
ruption there.”
away Bob ran.
:-| anything in this world, of honor, of pleas“Robert,” Ethel said with mock gravity
«Oh, you saucy brother!” Ethel said, ure, of reward, of wealth, rather than
after the opening exercises, *“ while I am but Bob was out of hearing.
lase her soul-purity. She should guard
attending to class A, you may come to the
her heart that no impure thought may
blackboard and draw these figures, as 1
ever find entrance or lodgment there.
“I HAVE PRAYED FOR THEE.”
am to give you a lesson this afternoon on
She should guard her imagination that no
We
often
read
of
Christ
having
prayed,
- whales. Here are the views from which
breath
of impurity may ever be allowed
but we have only one of those prayers reto copy.”
corded. Sometimes he spent all the day to blow upon it, that no impure vision
*“ Well done, Robert!” she exclaimed:
din prayer and meditation; some nights may ever hang for an instant on its boly
a few moments later; ‘I could scarcely |
‘When the shadows lay on the wilderness walls. There is need of a word of solemn
have done better myself. Now we will
about Galilee, Jesus passed all the long warning. There are dangers about every
proeeed with the lesson, but first please
hours in prayer, and no word is given us young girl. There are indications in sogive me your idea of a whale, Robert.
ciety of the lowering of the tone of girlconcerning these solemn petitions.
“A whale is a very large fish and—"
But the prayer recorded in the seven- hood. There are ** loud” manners in some
“No, Robert, there you err and a great teenth chapter of John seems to give in circles that are painful to
every sensitive
many older people with you. Whales
full the outpouring of that great human- heart. There are papers and books that
are not fish, nor in any way allied to
divine heart.
There never was such a are read by too many young girls, and
them.”
prayer uttered before in’ this world, and offered to more, that leave the trail of the
‘ Now, Miss May, that is too bad.
We
there never will be such another heard serpent behind them on the fair flowers
always speak of whale-fishing; but since
refinement. There
among ‘men, We may not know certain- of maidenly
are
you have made such a bold assertion I
¢* Come take a hand with us. Itis too
ly the exact surroundings, but the prayer dances and amusements that can not but
hope you are well prepared to prove it,”
bad
to have the game broken up.”
destroy
the
bloom
of
delicacy. There is
was probably made in some upper room
Robert said almost indignantly.
“1 do not know one card from another.’
ir
in the outskirtsof Jerusalem. - There, .on a lowering of the standard of modesty in
“JI don’t believe it,” Maggie retorted,
*‘ That makes no difference,” exclaimed
an uncarpeted floor, and with the bare some circles. There are improprieties in
het good humor still in the background.
the
players.
We'll show you. Come
dress,
there
are indéficacies of action,
walls about them, the Master had talked
_grandma says whales are fish, and
along.”
there
is
ajholdn
ess
of
manner
which is far
a long time with his disciples. It was his’
she knows!”
Now that was a turning point in that
farewell meeting with: them, and they from lovely. ' There may seem to be no
‘ I expected more or less opposition,
lad’s
life. He nobly said—
barm
in
these thiogs, and some may
but order, please, and I will show you knew it. It was to them an inexpressi- thik a friend prudish
‘*
My
father does not wish me to play
who feels so deepbly sad one. They were being wrecked
how whales differ from fish.
First, then,
ly on this subject or speaks so earnestly cards, and I will not disobey him.”
on
their
own
hopes,
and
their
hearts
were
they live in water, but not like fish.
That sentence settled the matter and
bowed down. More than one strong,’ in warning. But the immediate harm
Fish breathe under water and die if taken
lies in the subtle sullying of the divinely- settled his position among his associates.
weather-beaten face showed sorrow, and
out of it, while whales can not breathe over many rough cheeks tears were fall wrought bloem
of innocence which covers He was the boy who could say * No,” and
under water any better than you or I,
ing, spite of all re-istaunce. Read the every young girl's soul¥s it comes from’ henceforth his victories were made easy
and if kept there would die without fail, wonderful words of Jesus: *¢ Sorrow hath God’s
hand. When, on a winter's morn- and sure. [I well remember the pressure
Whales have warm blood like ours, filled your hearts,— I will not leave you ing; you breathe
upon the exquisite tra- brought to bear in a college upon every
while the blood of fishes is cold. You comfortless.—I go to prepare a place for cery
of frost- work on the window: pane, it young man to join in 8 wine-drink or to
will
naturally wonder
how
whales you.—Ye believe in God, believe also in melts down, and can any human hand re- take a hand in some contraband amusedo breathe. Well, you have heard of me.— | will coe agnin ~The Copforter place
it? Still less is it'possible to restore ment, Some timber got well seasoned.
whales spouting. Their spouting is their shall abide with you.”
:
the charm of purity to the soul which has Some of the other sort got well rotted
breathing. They go under wate
Bat the mob in the strééts, urged on b
lost it. If a young girl would grow into throéigh with sensuality. and vice. The
by holding their breath while jt. Its | Caiapbas, howls for the blood of the Masthe most spotless womanhood, rudiant in Nehemiuahs at college have been Nehesaid the sperm whale can holdhis breath ter, John hears it, and
lowers his bead. every
feature with the loveliness of miahs ever since. The boy was father of
an hour at a time. When he comes to the Peter hears it, and, frowns defiance
— Band of Hope.’
for a Chri-t's own image, she must from her the man.
surfaee he blows out his breath through his moment, and with
|
>
quivering lip tries to earliest youth, through all the experiences
* blow holes,” which in the right whale are conceal his emotion,
and struggles with a of her life, maintain the absolute purity
“ftis most certain that ill tongues
in the top of his head. This¥Blowing, of tempest in bis breast, The
disciples
of
beart
are
and
soul.—Rev.
would
J.
be silent if ill ears were not open,
RB.
Miller,
course, is done with great force, and the looking into-each
others faces for assur-" D. D.
and hence it was an apposite saying of
a
sound can be heard ata long distance ; ance, and then
4-0-9
at Jesus.
the ancients that the teller and hearer of
and the water and mucas which the
Then the good Master prays. What a
He
that
can
not
forgive
others
breaks
slander
should both be hanged —the one
“blow holes’ contained are driven out in prayer was
it. All the work of his life the bridge over which he must himself by
the tongue and the other by the ears.”
a cloud of spray many feet high. That, is was compressed in it; all
the expectation pass.— George Herbert,
:
— Bouthey.
CB

re

FO

1t is stated in the public prints thit in a
cane-rush last week at one ‘of the fiistclass New England colleges, between the |

of water represented as being the spout. _, The first pert is about himself and his
There is no such thing; there is a puff of ‘work. Then he holds up his disciples,
spray and nothing more.”
and, with deep emotion, commends them | Sophomores and Freshmen, the Sopho“I should think ita hard way to get to God. What tenderness and pathos mores were stripped to the waist and
oub’s breath,” remarked Robert now in- “there must have been in that divine voice!
thoroughly greased. This grease gave
tensely interested.
| Then he prayed for them *¢ who shall “be- them a decided advantage over their less
« +¢ Well, the whale does not think so; he lieve in me through their word.” And
unctuous antagonists; and, after threecomes to the surface as naturally as you thus he sweeps down the ages, and takes
quarters of an hour of hard fighting, they
open your mouth. His: motion is made’ us all into that wonderful petition.
~
carried off the cane in triumph.
by the strokes of his tail. Look at this | Who of us can ever doubt or faint or be
The very :esthetical taste of these
whale’s tail ; you see it is much like that discouraged after this? “YAS the Father

bone whales.

And go to the battle of life, my boy,

always see a column | love for his disciples are there.

“Pooh! alcohol in cider; the idea” and

Mr. Atwood laughed as
*

*

*

fit was a good joke.

*

*

*

*

Ten years have come and gone, bring:
ing their freight of joy and sorrow to the
Atwood family, During these years a
shadow has been slowly but steadily dimming the brightness of their happiness.
It crept. along so stealthfully that for
a

long time none perceived

Arthur, the pet and
mother’s heart, was
victim to that curse

its approach.

darling of his
fast
falling a
of New
Eog-

land—cider. His ove for the bey.
erage had grown strongae'with the passing years, and its

effects

on

him

were

growing more dit her
hlarming.
Ouae duy Ernest was in the barn caring

for the animals when he saw Arthur com.
ing towards him bare-headed, with glariug eyes, and a sharp butcher's knife in

his hand.

Arthur's appearance startled him, and
he sprang aside, just in time to escape a

blow from

bis

chased round and

brother's

round

claring that if he caught

hand.

the
him,

Arthur

barn,
he

de-

would

kill'him. At last Ernest made his escape
and fled to the house, closely pursued by
his ¢razy brother. The poor mother was
greatly frightened at the sight of her oldest son being chused by his brother with
a knife in his hand.

She hastened

to oall

|

tap

tn

Bin is not in the appetite, but in the ab-

sence of a controlling will. There were
in Christ all the natural appetites of mind
and body. Relaxation and friendship

were dear to him; so were

sunlight and

life. Hunger, pain, death, He could feel
them all, and shrank from them. He
suffered, being tempted from the foroes of desire.
But there was obedience at tke
expense of tortured natural feeling. Re
member this, for the way in which some
speak of the sinlessmess of Christ destroys
the realtty of temptation, and converts tho

whole of His history into a mere fiotitious
drama. in whioh scenes of (rial were represented, not felt.—F W. Robertson.
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Go forth to the battle of life, my boy—
€o while it is called to-day;

whales you almost

a.
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The National Distillers’, Association, id

its recent

session at Cincinnati, said:

‘‘ Dangers are arising at the hands

of #

misguided and jrrational class: of fellow:
citizens, who, with fanatical zeal and per-

sistency, are seeking the destruction of
our business through restrictive and pre
hibitory State legislation.” And yet prohibition doesn’ prohibit!
— Signal.
[5

A phper read some years ago before 8°
Academy of Medicine in Paris, by
hy
sician, io regard to the effects of enol

on the Frenchman, used

this

langungé:

** Either France must cease to use alcohol

io drinks, or France must
88 a nation.”

cease

to ex¥

pals

Cy

do

N,

.

-
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25. 1882.
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tive by the artistic grouping of incidents, Next,

read at the. Summer School at Greenwood
Lake, N. Y. Inadditionto them, this num-

Price,

d

as p

-

$1.50.

Seminary.

im with.

in this country or Europe,

to be Jeg
fects of
88 told of

nis special department.

leems

t,

me.

|;

can

re.

ider, Ar.
ur broth.
an never |

studious,

Calm,

pa.

all questions pertaining to the Books of Moses
Itisa reprint, with addiand the Prophets.

{tons, of articles in review of the works named
in the title. The author aims to relieve per-.

do so.
ime you
Tr made

I should
un,

was

r word,
18 Supevod was
it.

Heo

rit and
others

1

by

a

* The

begun

.child

his ac-

ber.”

We like the volume before

us. Mr.

Scudder has put these fables into simple and
appropriate phrasing, just suited to the children; the type is large and the illustrations are
good.

GEMS FOR THE FIRESIDE.
Comprising,
the
most unique, touching, pithy, and beautiful
literary treasures from the. greatest minds in
the realms of Poetry and Pbilosophy, Wit
and Humor, Statesmanship and Religion.
Eiegantly. illustrated.
Edited by the Rev.
away the 3
<«Royal octavo pp. 727.
2:'Y H, Tiffany:
prodigies
oston : Russell &
Hendersen, 10 Federal St.

but they explained
- of the Bible;
and left ‘them merely
miracles

‘The waves of the Red Sea were parted by
The manna exuded from a plant’

wind,

a | _Thia is really one of the finest works of the
The “kind ever published. ‘Inthe matters of typo-

prophets were admirable poets and politicians.
Then
So, the supernatural was eliminated.

graphical appearance, binding,

denial of the trustworthiness of the
eaame
record. The school of English and French
deists sprang up.

Voltaire and

scoffed

Paine

the sucred writings. Then came a third form of
attack. The genuineness of the sacred writliterary

pro-

duetjons. When were they written? By whom?
For whom? We may ask these questions as
fairly concerning the Bible as concerning the
as well as Homer, must abide this

test. But, in applying literary criticism to the
books of the Bible, it must be bornein mind
a character

books. have

peculiarly

their own, as a revelation from God.
All roads lead to Rome. So, all hypotheses
of unbelief, as we have stated

has selected

pains

with

masterly

skill

and effect

from the storehouses of ancient and modern literature, and woven ino the fabric of the book,
“thoughts that breathe and words that burn,”
He has given us a book abounding in advice,
admonition, consolation and comfort from the
realms of philosophy, wit and humor, statesmanship and religion. We can safely bespeak
for it a reputation of enduring merit and rare

excellence.

the same end,—they nullify the Scriptures.
‘Pherefore, there is to-day a demand for intelli-

fect on
\twood,

gent instruction upon the part of Christians,
be overthrown.
their faith may not
that
Charles Hodge, the glory of Princeton Seminary, onee spoke, during the Week of Prayer,
_ on the various forms of opposition to Christianity; und then, like the blast of a bugle, he

dred pages.
A portrait of the gallant lieutenant forms the frontispiece; and it contains
an illustration of the ship in the ice pack, and
a map showing the drift of the Jeannette and

recited the unfailing promises of God, which
make the victory of truth certain, So in this
work, Prof. (ireen fills our hearts with good

straightforward, but graphic acceunt of the
ftruggles of heroic men who, as scientific missionaries, evinced
unwonted patience and

the teacher
pastor and
Here the
‘sheer.
may take courage, and find ready to his hand
the weapon that shall smite the strongholds of

fortitude in their eftorts to ndd somewhat

vething

1@ shel
@ in the

ar-Beer
f

blus-

0 avoid

0 & ro-

y peringre1 their
eration
rewery
1, who
* Ooo:
to be

large
8 been
of the
by the

arts

to

unbelief.
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Tae SMORET oF POWER, and other Sermons.
By Alexander Maclaren, D. D., New York.
Hacmitian and Co., 1882. pp. 323. Price,

The Euglish Baptists have given to the Chris-

the tide * Sermons

have been published.

Social
Jarrell
1uselts
to

the

Jon vic
cludes
cutive
, lig-

iquortences
while

aking
f

the

seable

would
hised
rm is

ght—

& Co. in a neat

pamphlet

and beyond the
sermons, under

preached at Manchester”
This volume, the fourth

of the series, has its title from the first sermon,
entitled, * The Secret of Power”; a sermon
that was preached before the London Mission“ary Society, from the text Matt. 17: 19, 20, on
ihe power of faith, These discourses reveal
strength of thought, fervent evangelical sentiment, felicity of expression, and breadth of
Some of his illustrations are peculiarcharity,
Hie general tone
ly appropriate and beautiful.
He evidently speaks to an
is that of dignity.
audience of thorough intellectual discipline.
The sermons, as works of art, are far above
They are not particularly given
themverage.
to theological statements as to Baptist views.
They are Christian rather than denomination-

a1,

his sec-

His earnest piety is warmer than

tiventy ser«
tarianism. The book contains
mons, five of them delivered on special occaOf these sosions, before religious societies.
eleties only one was limited in its membership
When preaching to Wesleyans,
to Baptists.
and Qongregationalists, he addressed them as

his own brethren in the Lord. We judge that
Maclaren loves the Highlands of Scotland.

His metaphors often have in them a reminder
“of moor and crag, of mist and cascade, of love-

Here is one: * Like
liness- and sublimity.
some stream rising among black and barren
cliffs or melancholy moorlands, and foaming

throngh narrow rifts in gloomy ravines, it
reaches at last fertile lands, and flows calm, the

sunlight dancing on its broad surface,” Here
is another: We have not to look back as
‘from low-lying plains to the blue peaks on the
horizon, across which the Church’s path once
lay, and sigh over changed conditions of the
journey.”

There are diversities

“There is one Spirit.

of gifts. These sermons would not do for all
audiences. They are admirable in their exalt-

od place. But the light of the glow-worm under the bedge is not to be despised because the
star shines in the

of the

minister

The

sky.

gospel, preaching to the few in his little meetiog-house, with unlettered phrase, has his
. Dlace as truly in Christ’s church as the Manchester orator.

The

Lord

will

give

to each

alike his penny in that day of reckoning.

unusually

interesting

- By Bjrnstjerne Bjornson.
the

STORIES.

OTHER

Translated from

Norse by Rasmus B. Anderson. Cloth, 16

mo, i 256. Boston; Houghton, Mifflin and
So. rice, $1.00. For sale by E. J. Lane and

‘In this volume
brought

Professor

Anderson has

together three of Bjornson’s magazine

stories which, we must confess,

are

not

very

entertaining. To produce his best effects this

Norwegian novelist requires a full-length can-

vas, for the charm of his work depends almost
“wholly on
: the, broad landscape pictures he
produces of his rugged, picturesque’ country.

He does not understand the art of obtaining
strong results:by a light touch within a small

compuss,

Captain Mansanw, an Italian revo-

Intionist, does not have

sufficient

opportunity

to reveal himself, and the story that grows out

$e

‘an.

outline

ef

written by “ A Son

The Eastern
of the East,”

Eastern

Question

does

exhibit

ber.
The firatarticleis the Anniversary Address by the President of the American Ivstitute, Chas. F. Deems, D. D. It contains a re-

view of thé first year’s work and a clear stateof the

Iustitutes
‘‘ We set before us,” says Dr.
Deems, “ as our distinctive work, which no
other society claims, to give special attention
to those questions of seience and philosophy
which bear upon the great truths revealed in
Holy Scripture.” ‘ The Validation of Knowledge,” by Henry N. Day, D. D., of New Haven, Conn., attempts to show that we have sure
and worthy knowledge of those things that

most concern us, and that the validity of this
knowledge can be demonstrated beyond reasonable ' objection.
Knowledge
involves
attributes,
and all ‘attributes
are
knowable.
Hence,
we may
know
God, and

know

that

we

know

Him.

‘Christ
Bradford

of

Montclair, N. J., disscusses the ‘‘place of
Jesus Christ in this ‘loud-swelling tide ’of
life and thought which we call the “Nineteenth
Century.” Christ is the present center of
theological

thought;

an

important

figure in

the education, literature, and art of the century;

the head of charity and réform; his spirit is
the spirit of progress; and, eminent skeptics
testify to his pre-eminence in worth and in

the

thought

and life of civilization.

Noah

per

When

October.

by A. Wilford

* %

fore

weeks

ending.

of The Living
and

7th

October

for the

14th

contain

States,

le,” says

ways finding

son roses.

fault with nature for

and ‘ No

Lit-

of poetry.

d

the

gu

ing in the bowels and wind colic.
th to the childit rests the mother.

cents a bottle.

Ir

premises

of" the following

syllogism:

*¢ The

immediate object in perception is consciously
not I: the brain is this object; therefore, the
brain is consciously not IL” In *‘ Nature, the
Supernatural, and the Miraculous,” George T.

Ladd, D. D., of Yale College,

labors

to show

the true mode of conceiving these objects:

the supernatural is the point at: which

As

Chsis-

tlanity is most vigorously assailed, It is here
that the most uicompromising resistance must
be
maintained; for,‘ the ethical princi-

ples and power of the Christian system
would lose their existence if they were cut
off troin that soil of the supernatural and miragulous in which they perpetually grow.”

short

sermon

=
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Cyclopedia,
REAT,

$200

Pub.

stamp for elegantly
page catalogue to

classes

lec-

SKIDNEY
=

Does
a lame

J.

&

Catalogue sent Free.

NORT
PROVED
CURE for

back or disordered urine indi-

Olcate that you are a victim? THEN DO NOT
E|EESITATE; use Kidney-Wort at once, (drug-

gists recommend it)and it will speedily over-

foo come the disease and yesiore healthy acHan,
[]
'or com;
ts pe:

as

to

your op

such as pain,

‘Either Sex. Incontinence, retention of urine,
brick dust or ropy deposits, and dull dragging
pains, all speedily yield to its curative power,
%| 43- SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS, Price $1.
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WILL PURIFY THE BLOOD!

BALLS
i

other

in

BLE and PERFECT

or

further

>
—In

NOTES.
written

a letter

years

ago,

the

*¢ Christ

and

sci-

three

late Charles Darwin said:

ence have nothing to do with each other. I
do not believe any revelation has ever been
made as to the future life. Every one must

draw his own conclusions from vague and contradictory probabilities.” This is held to set.
of his theological opinions.
tle the questigp

i¥about to publish his * Esti" —Mr. Alcott
Waldo Emerson’s Character
mate of Ralph
and Genius,” a book which, says an exchange,
will doubtless reveal the writer's estimate of
himself about as closely as that of the other

man,

—The

p

government has, at length,

English

by

A

Wr

The best Comof the

best

Phomany

particulars

address

Rev.

S.

EBANON

ACADEMY-—Puplils

fitted

DP.
Miss

for

busi-

_1 ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B,, Principal.
or

For

further

particulars,

address

the princip

ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

OCHESTER

SEMINARY...

Full

board

of teachers and course of study,
»itudents
fitted for teaching and for colleg€.
Business

are

courte

complete

and

practical.

Admits

both

sexes, Secures good influences.
For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.
=

par-

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants.
Students fitted for business

or college.

For

further particulars

Principal, or E. 8. TASKER,

RY

address

the

Secretary.

GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
., Ohio. The college year consists of four

termsof ten weeks each.

The joturses

of

study

are

the

Normal,

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific
Calendar.
First term, Aug. 22.
Second, Oct.
81. Third, Jan. 23, 1882. Fourth, Apr, 38, 1882.

$10 REWARD

College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $26 to $28 per

will be paid for any corset in which the Cora-

ear.
:
Board, (Including room rent)
$2,15 per week.
For further information apply io A. A. MouLTON, A.M., Rio Grande,
Gallia Co., Ohio.

line breaks
with
six
months ordinary wear.
Price by mail, W. B.

(coutill), $2.50; Abdominal,

$2.00;

Nursing,

Health

or

EW HAMPTON

$1.50; Coraline

or Flexible Hip, $1.25;
Misses’, $1.00.

For sale by leading
merchants.
Beware of worthless
imitations boned with
cord.

WARNER BRO'S.. 372 Broadway, N. Y.

STOPPED FREE
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INrALLIBLE if taken as

H.

INSTITUTION.—New Hamp-

Rev.

A.

B,

Meservey,

August

28,

1882.

Ph.

Winter

D.

term

begme November 20, 1882. Send for Catalogue to
REV, A. B-MESERVEY, Principal.
EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,

A AH

with

Nerve Ayrctions.

directed,

N.

of 10 weeks each.
Fall term begins

PY
cure for Fits, Epilepsy and

ton,

principal, with eight associate
- teachers.
}
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a specialty. - Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
penses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms

This irstitution is

now under management of Rev, D. Powell,
Prof. O. G. Augir, A.M,, principal. Prof.

Augiris a* graduate of Hillsdale College. Those

No iis after

firstday’s use, Treatise and $2 trial bottlefreeto
it patients, they paying expressage, fend name,
P. 0, and express address to Dr. KLINE, 931
Arch St. Philadelphin, Ya, See principaldruggists.

wishing to attend this Institution wil
Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W. Vi.

ve

Is a special department
atthe New Hampton Com‘mercial College.
The
only place in New Eng.
land where Telegraphy is praetically and proper.
ly taught. Young
men or ladies desirous of becoming Telegraph
tors need look no farther.
Expenses reasonable,
Send for particulars to

Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H,

Bile OR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. - Ful.
course of study. Sixty-third academical yesdr
will open Thursday, Sept. 14.

Entrance examinations 9 A. M.
Apply to
Pro¥.
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LL. D. Revised by William Henry Greem,
D. D., Professor in, Princeton Theological
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in fancy

paid to Ag'ts, or beautiful prizes given for clubs, Particulars
TING C0. Northford Conn.
© ery order, CAXTON

mithnight’s .

positive guarantee. Price $1.00 per
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package. Sample package and tesCa) ddress +

LOUIS SMITANIAN®,Ti
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tiful books for
with: big discount for November orders, to introduce;
ta
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free.
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1) ASTHMA REMEDY

= The GniySute Remedy for ASTHMA
==1 and HAY FEVER, is sold under a
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wards, supericountry,
for
quantities for
wards. Boau

Scenes,

or rien Fox 168s B50. 40 with
pet ont
ev—
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cago.

REWARD Sexas.
NGLISH

y View

ivan Iibrary of 100 volumes of choicest $} 1
ndxc-saho 1 books,
all catalocued and numhered
orm, wire stitohed, ligt and
most expensivs.,
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Teacher's
Bibles.
Oxford” Teacher's Bibles, eoncordance,

Xk
e ¥ 3c. each; twolfor
offic 406,
d deportment;

Oatalog

e

sent nos paid. Books
: put pd
pamphlet
fle ible ; will outlast
ed and fifty-six books

free.

library exchange, 10 o.nts,
Adawes Surées, Ohlongo,

Sample

DAVID

book

U, Q0UX,
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.

encyclopedia, dictionary, tables, maps, etc.
—most complete teacher's Bibles extant; 1404

es, plain Minding, gilt edge, for One Dollar and Thiry Genta.
AVID C. COOK, 46 Adams Btreet, Chicago.

REVOLUTION S, S, ORGAN,

A new invasion, The David O. Cook Sunday
School Organ,
reven stops, four full ootaves, four sets of
8 (as ordinarily
classed), large volume, rich and powerful, latest improvements

handsome design, for Thirty-five dollars. Subject to return if
net satisfactory.
DAVID
C. COOK, 46 Adams 8t., Ohloago,

"JUG BREAKINC.
To raise money for the Sanday. school; collecting money in little
sar then money jugs, selling tickets
to the jug brea (ing, selling unused
jugs at
jug-breaking.
ug 60c,
ver d: zen
7 exp ess - One school
reports Hig
raised in four weeks;
nany,
$100.00 and over.
Most en-
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Spe
4 Adama 5t., Chicago,
thuslasiic and

snoces<ful met hod
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Princeton College, class of 1885.

six cases of yellow fever reported in Pensacola,
Fla.—The Secretary of ie Treasury Issues
o
repemption
tall ~for«.the
13th
the
loan of 1881,
§ the 5 per cent. funded
oA
continuedat 34 per cent. The amount called
for is $15,000,000, and interest will cease on
the 18th of January, 1883.

THURSDAY, OCT. 19.—There are fifty-three
new cases of yellow fever and nine. deaths
reported at Pensacola, Flerida.——Rains in
Louisiana, Miss. and Texas have severely damaged the cotton crops.——The trial of Mrs.
Scoville for insanity begins in Chicage.
FRIDAY, OCT.
wrecked on the
Rhinecliff,
N.

to .the

extent of

tween

a caboose

North

Adams,

snd

Mass;

National

thirty-three injured,
:

some

man

cccursat
ver-

Oct. 20,—Subject. ¢ A few general characteris-'
statements
and illustrations.

should

the ladies of the

dict of $2,700 damages is renderedby a jury
against seven students of Bowdoin College for
hazing a freshman.

MoNDAY,

Oct. 23.——The Oregon legislat-

ure finally succeeded on Saturday in electing a
United States senator,—Joseph N. Dolph of
Portland,
law partner of ex-Senator Mitchell,
.who had been the leading candidate for the
poistion.——Services commemorative of the
200th anniversary of the landing of William
Penn at Chester,Pa., were held at the Friends
meeting-house in that city Yesterday.
ABROAD.
TUESDAY, OCT. 17.——The first meeting of
the International Congress on protection of
submarine cables was held in Paris yesterday.
——At the Irish National Conference, held in
Dublin,
the
National
League is formed;
speeches are made by Parnell and Davitt.——
The steamer City of Antwerp and.a German
ship come in collision off Eddystone,and both
sink.——A.& C. J. Hope, extensive iron importers'of Montreal,
fail with liabilities amounting to $550,000.— Memorial
religious services are held in the Protestant cemetary at
Rome in honor of the late George P. Marsh,
United States minister toltaly.
WEDNESDAY, OCT.
18.—A
more hopeful
feeling prevails in Pern regarding the prospects of peace with Chili.——A new Russian
10an of £%,000,000, nominal, 3 per cent. bonds
at 50, will be issued iminediately by the Messors, Rothschild.
1

COR.

Main

Street

Free

yield of rich milk, give your cows every diy water

the

meeting

next

of

the

Association.

aud

the last

year,

promoting
can

at

slightly warm

Mr,

has been

O. H.

A French expedition is organized to build a
railway between the Niger and Senegal rivers
in Africa.

and now has

Fourteen of the crew of the steamer City of
Antwerp, sunk by collision with the ship
Constantia, were drowned. ~
.
Dr. Frank Hamilton of New York has presented a claim of $25,000 for professional services against the estate of the late President

Garfield.

The receipts of the Post Office Departmpnt
in the last half of the last fiscal year were nearly
one and one-half milion dollars in excess of the
expenditures.
;
Two vessels of the Dutch Arctic Exploring
Expedition have been caught in the ice.

618 num-

The Art Department of the Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition closed Oct. 7, and was” the

much literary work.

William B. Carpenter, the English phy~

siologist, who is now in this country, will de.

Those who are interested in the poetry of
Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning know
that their only son is a painter of mueh promise. Two of his pictures, landscapes, will be

liver two courses of lectures before the Lowell
Institute of Boston, during the autumn,

Mr. John B. Gough has fully recovered from

at the N. Y. Loan Exhibition of the Metropoli-

5

tan Museum or Art.

Colonel Emil Frei, the new Swiss Minister
to Washington,is a widower with five children.. He will live in the large place known
_ a8 “The Maples,” on Capitol Hill.

Since bis arrival in this country last August,
Dr. William B. Carpenter, the English pbysiologist, hus completed a monograph upon the
eozoon Canadense, one of the earlier forms of
life upon the earth.

Paul Hamilton Hayne will be present at the
Spesisg of the National Women’s Christian
Ky.,

to-day (Wed.) and will recite his poem.
Sunny

sion,

South,”

In becoming
a member of the Institute of
Painters in Water-Colors, the, Princess Bea-

at Louisville,

composed

for the occa

trice follows the

example

set

by.

ber

sister

Louise, who is'a member of the Royal Societ

of Painters io Water-Colors, and actually exhibited a protrait at the Grosvenor Gallery lust

Jobn M. Langston,the colored United States

Minister to Hayti, has been recently visiting
/ Virginia, and was treated xo kindly that be has. season, and by her eldest sister Victoria, who,
while Crown Princess of Germany,
hus not
announced his intention of settling permanent.
“i thought it beneath her dignisy to join the In
ly in that State:
. stitute of Painters in Water-Colors and exhibit
The city of Portland, Me,, is to erect a mepublicly several of her works.

morial statue of Longfellow.
The

Hon.

Robert

C.

expect to sail from

England

iNovember 18.
‘Mr. Robert

having been

Winthrop

Browning

unable

has

for

and

A correspondent, who resides at a mining
camp on the mountains in the south-eastern
corner of Arizona, says that the great comet
ig
nto view there ahout three o'clock” every
ing, presenting a wonderful spectacle,
remaining visible until after the full sunrise.
The brilliancy of the moonlight at this elevated station is such that mountains seventy
miles distant are seen.—Sel.
:
:

wife

home, -on

returned

to.get to Venice

home,

on acs

count of the ruin wrought by the floods in the
Lombard country.
Neither from Turin nor

Bolognu was he able to make

any

progress,

was, he says, most sad to see,

At Verona

The misery existing among the poor people

The late Professor F. M. Balfour left to his

a

number of
persons remained
for thirty-six
hours on a bridge, exposed to the weather and
without food, no help being avarluble from

either side,

;

hb

]

By contracting a davere :
was compelled.to give up my
keep to the house. A neighbor
me to try a bottle of Dr.
ull's
it was procured

bh and Cold, I
ily work and

recommended

Cough
and used; to my.

relief was instantaneous, Kbw. WR

~ Waverly, Md.

\
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isment
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.

paring cream for the churn sufficiently answers
the above question:
* The day before churning
the cream is all mixed together as evenly as pos

sible, so that no fresh cream will be in a can by it
self, and warmed over a stove, stirred constantly
sixty-five to seventy

de

it:

The dr

ves

sts all kee
. pr

700

N. Y. and Mich..
Michigan straights.
.onenne
Ohio & Indiana straigbts......
Lal
RyeWFlour,
Corn
Rye

650

@

Flour.....

«ceceense eenves

400

Oat Meal, com. to good West.
LB
"Oat Meal, fancy brands....ccovenees B00
BUTTER.,
NORTHERN,
Creamery, fine fresh made, ¥ b...

Do,

@

8

30

Do

Do
Do

do,
do,

straight dairie
common......,.

2
2

. WESTERN.
Creamery, fine fresh made.ceeseccsaee.e.. 32

&a

NU

Do,
good to choice. .......
26
Do....csmmon to fair...
22
Dairy, ChoiCe..ceevesssconses
33
0, fAIrt0 800d. ecearessosasnncnens «18
Ladle packed,
choice June.....c.cccevvees. 1
Do
do,
fair to good.
«10
Do
do,
COMMON aacessrrcsene 15

@ 31
8%
8
a8 21
8 20
& 1
8 16

|

Weakness,

Pea,

temperature

for

churrping.

ned with milk to diminish the friction and
the process, so that all may have time to be

ing

P.,

3 Medium, choice

Medtuiil;coginon

improved

P,

If

retard
churn-

$130; Western, 440
@
550.
PotraToES.
Northern,
# bun., 50 @& 0; Eastern
50 @ 70; Sweet Potatoes 2 doa ; 2 20.
HAY
AND STRAW.
Northern and
Eastern—
Choice new, $18 00 @ $:000;
Choire, coarse

old,

Poor

$20a #2i; Good $16 @ 817; Fine 858

$10 8

#13; Swale

Hay

$0; Rye

$16:

Straw

accruing mn summer
to lose flesh during

from cows
the winter

Ao EGAN
ROYAL E3%WHE

than when

Ses ini

they

Good

feeding

1s as

good

quality

asin
:

A

In the Philadelphia

tice an

item

Times of recent date, we

referring

10

the

miraculous

He applied St, Jacobs

Oil

at

No woman in the United States is raid to give
away so much as Mrs. Joha Jacob Astor. Perhaps

18 to assail the ubsiructed and ®mstipated
with

abraiiing

no other

hus

as

much

to

give,

wnich,

however,

does not impair that lady’s generosity.
No

matter

what

your ailwent

Bitters will surely benefit you.

18, Brown’s Iron

this year has been a splendid one and satisfactory
in every respect.
\

The vnhappy mortal whose food Joes not digest
and assimilate perfecily will find immediate relief
in ‘* Wheat Bitters.”
|
Baron Nordenskiold is getting ready for another
Arctic expedition, which is to set out from Stockholm next Summer under the patronage or Wilhelm
a Berlin merchant.

rau

% 4

FLIES AND BUGS.
roaches, ants, bed-bugs, rats,

Flies,

hers, chipmunks,
Rats.” 16c.

cleared

The next best thing to
friends is to have

Nervous Weakness,
Sexual Debility, cured
newer.”

$l.

* Rough
‘

having a hundred

one opén

{DECLINE

out by

mice,

real

enemy,

Wall 8t.. New

York.

This

powder never varies.

weight, ulum or phospbate powders. Sold only in
cans.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER Co., 106 Wall St.
New York.

HEGEMAN’S

GASTRICINE

PREVENTS, RELIEVES, CURES DYSPEPSIA.
A
trial of GASTRICINE
LOZENGES
will convince the sufferer of their efficacy. Sold
by drugeists.
Price 25 and 50 cents per box.
| Sent by mail. Beware of imitations
JN. HEGEMAN & CO., Proprietors.
%
Broadway, corner 8th 8t., N. Y.

READY

Weighed

OCTOBER

and

GEORGE

of the present year will be worth $6,500,000,

KIDNEY DISEASE.
Pain, Irrication, Retention, Incontinecne, Depos$L

!
od

The State of Maine has received from Mr. Sam.
uel Wells, of Boston, the gift of a picture of Samuel
Wells, who was Governor in 1806. It will adorn
the Capitol at Augusta.
' MAINE'S

MOTTO. ~Thé

motte. of the

State

of

* Dirigo—1 leads? is applicable to Hunt’s

cians have discovered this, snd freely
it; and hundreds who have been relieved

prescribe
of dan-

The actual coinageot the mins during the past
M8

ear i8 the

HAS ERY

largest

gens
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record,

hii

having

8

been

6th.
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Security three to six
without the buildings.

times the loan,
Interest semi-anyear of residence,

EIGHTH
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’

NET.

nual.

TWeNTY-EIGHTH

business.

oly oP

=

OYFUL

leading

book

of

universally

admired,

sung

* Caniptown

RORSHER

&3 MCMACKIN,CInGanatO,

AGENTS!

AGENTS!

$2.50

cloth.

little guide book for teachers and

Thrilling

work

outsells all others 10 to 1, and is the fastest si

ling book ever published. Agents average 10 to 20 orders a da.
717th thousand in press. First class AGENTS WANTED.
Frclusive Territory and Extra

WORTHINGTON

Agents wanted. 85 a Day made sell.
LD
ARTI:

volume

of over

WEBSTER'S

whistled

UNABRIDGED.

Latest Edition has 118,000
(3000
more than any ower

English

Words,

Dictionary,).

3000

Plates,

aviugs, (nearly three times the lumber. .
nany other Diet'y,) also contains a Bifograph=" »

ical Dictionary giving brief important facts

concerning 8700 noted Pa

is a capital
scholars,

Colored

Pages

Four

gilt.

and

THE MUSICAL FAVORITE. + "Sis
MINSTREL
sic

SONGS aie the

latest

addittons to Ditson’s * Home

es of an average length

medinm difficulty, and

of 3

to

4

by th» most

pages

each,

popular

of

com-

posers, as Waldteufel, Gottschalk, Blake. Wilson,
Schumann‘ Aubert, Lamothe, etc., in all 38 coms
posers.

$2. plain,

OLIV ER

$2.50 cloth.

DITSON

& Co.,

#3. gilt.

;

Boston.

KNAE
and

mass

(4)

ister's numerous

]

Illustrated Definitions.
It is the best practical English Dictionary
extant
Lonton rtrd Review,
:
The

t Baltimore Street,
Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

Book

is an, ever-present

and

relia”

- ble school mastervto the whole far
1ly.—Sunday School Herald,
G. & C. MERRIAM & CO, Pub'rs, Springfield, Mass.

RT £5

ILLUS TR

their Anthors

Ancient Castle.

On page 203, see the above picture and names

of the 24 \Jirtac-showing the value of

AGENTS! AGENTS! AGENTS! Wanted for the New Book, * OUR LOST EXPLORERS.”
[1]

JEANNET
A full and authentic account of the

T

E

y Officer Newcomb and other survitoms.

Photographie

Portraits,
Get the by Fan
20

CTIC

Illustrations.
| by imitationg.

EXPEDITION.
copies a‘day sold by live canvassers. Send

circulars, terms, and agency to W,
& Co., 32 Hawley St.,

paper,

'

Boston, Mass.

{or

H. Thonipson

Mention this

640

600

pages, with 400 cuts, giving able Editorials on current topics, best original matter, notes on the Sun.
day-School Lessons, together with Stories from the

\ Gin

best English and American authors; and all at
the very low price of

FAM]

ALE. Weighs up to 95 Ibs, Price,
$1.50. Domestic Seale Co, Cin’d, 0.

Aished.
TE D)
The ONLY book of the kind ever
pages, 75 plates, €5 Joraaits (14 fine steel). Filled
with biographical sketches and spicy “incidents of
! ‘Nothing better can be found than a copy of the over 800 prominent ancient and modern writersof
hymns used by all denominations, Energetic
ILLUSTRATED CHRISTIAN WEEKLY, with its Agents, Male“and Female, Wanted Ev
Address PUBLISHERS, 1020 Arch
twelve pages filled with the most beautiful cuts,” ‘erywhere.
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
13t38
and the very best of reading.
a

Send for circulars

Hartford, Conn.

Musical Library,” have more than 200 pages each,
full sheet music size, are handsomely bound, and
give a great deal of music for a moderate price.
The
MUSICAL FAVORITE contains about 60 piec-

DE

Christian Weekly.

given.

& C0.

such as every practical teacher will like to have.
Mailed for 50 cents.

Nos, 204 and 206 We
Baltimore.
No. 112

THE ILLUSTRATED

AMONG

ing our New HOUSEM
OLES
and PLATFORM

Tons, Touch, Workmanship
and Durability,
KNABE &

$1.50.
Pubs.

YEARS

is the grandest chance ever offered to you. Introduction by
GEN. SHERMAN. This Superbly I Uustrated, First class and

0 A. D.

$3.

:
AGENTS!

OUR WILD INDIANS

vear

* Lilly Dae,” * Twioklng Stars,” wh
the
Bright Light,” and there are more than 90 others,
$2. plain.

AGENTS WANTED

GEN. DODGES' bran’ new book, just published, entitled

THIRTY-THREE

Races,” * Golden Slippers,”

How TO PRACTICE, by A. M. Pupin,

Price $5 to $50.

CHEAPEST
BIBLES
5255 4 foviration fiver
fen
Rot W&Rdons New
Testa
Teh

2043

and

St, N.Y.

Send Stamp and address
EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mass,

ly 8%

the

d

rade.
554 Pear!

News for Boys and Girls

Screw Cutting.

recent book will give the housewife such reComplete breakiasts, plans, suggestions, refor the dishes, etc., make the morning a dethe

estimate,

hes a
FRI

Young and Old!!
A NEW INVENTION just patented for them,
for Home use!
:
Fret aud Scroll Sawing, Tuming,
Boring, Drilling, Grinding. Polishing,

Nothing

this paper.

likely to be

designs,

circular and

CENT.

ANOF¢

BOOK.

12mo, 616 pages, Cloth.
Illustrated.
Boston : D. LOTHROP
& CO.,

In a single year it makes

Maine,

nt

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

MACDONALD'S

LATEST

¢

A marvel of purity,

sfre
and wholesomeness.
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, ghort

OF MAN.

** Buchupaiba.”

and

which

relieves and tones the allmentary
canal at the
same time, is the surest and safest means of saperinduéinga regular habit of body, in cases of
chronic constipation.

By

YAL BakING PowDks

0.. 100

on

Dyspepsia, - Impotence,
by * Wells’ Health Re-

by

Sold only imcans.

go-

Texas hiteifally 7,000,000 sheep, and the wool crop

its, Gravel, &c., cured

bowels

genial

APERTENT,

melodies, in one book. 100 popular Ballads and
Plantation Songs with piano accompaniment,
This number includes * Old Folks ac Home,”
‘Old Kentucky: Home,”
*¢ Zip Coon,” * Nelly

This powder never varies. A marvel of PTT strength
e ordin
and wholesomeness. More economical than
ary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the
multitude of low test, short eight alin or phosphate

powders

Corn reports from Manitoba say that the harvest

Schonlenck,

purgatives. “That

healthful laxative, TARRANT'S

mous,

Absolutely Pure.

3

SOUND
DOCTRINE FOR THE
SICK —
It would be as wise to attempt to regulate 8 chronometer with a pick-uxe and sledge-hammer, as it

MINSTREL
SONGS. orp axon xuw.
Here, at last, we have neirly all the world-fa-

into their graves, when Parker's Ginger Tonic
would begin with the first dose, to bring vitality
and strength back to them.— Sun.

ECON.

T

writers.

Brilliant

everybody.

for

FAVORITES.

and

two

Departments

journals.”— Republican.

religious

UNIVERSAL

Many Miserable People drag themselves about
with failing strengtn, feeling that they are sinking

{'

And

Fine Stee!
Portraits
TRIAL
3 MONTHS
of GARFIELD and LINCOLN, eacn 11x14 for 25 ets.

TRIBUTOR. Boston.

no-

next morning was well and in his store as usual.

Sub-

“ The Won-

“The Contributor's 8. 8, Notes are ungurpassei.”
~Salem Post. * Itis one of the most ably caited

quicx

pight.

The succeeding issue,

Tie CENTURY CO. NEW-YORK, N.Y.

a.

for popul 1i y.”— Christian Intelligencer,” ew York.
Elegant vol.
Interleaved, post-paid, $1.
JAS, H. EARLE, 174 Washington st., Boston.

cure of a prominent druggist of that city, Mr. J.
M. Higgins, Germanton Road and Morris street,
who had an awful attack or rheumatism of the

knee.

relieve all

SINAN

No
lief.
cipes
light.
‘Is

the Midnight Oal.

etc.,

Prepared expressly for holiday times.

WHAT BREAKFAST

imitations.

Lf E. 8S.

There will be short stories by Louisa M.
ALCOTT, and many other well-known writers
for young folks; papers on /iome duties and
recreations, owl-dooy sports, occupation and

MISS COLBRATH'S UNBIVALLED

EAS

plays.

author of ** The Land of Nod,”

A Christmas Masque : **The False Sir Santa Clans.”

D. 8. B, JOHNSON & SON., St. Paul, Minn,”
Negotiators of Mortgage Loans.
.

(Troy, N. Y., Morning Telegram and Whig.)

Rubbing

Brooks,

and including

derful Christmas Number,” will bave, also, a
colored frontispiece and many unusual attrac.
tions.

Mention

THIS AND THAT;
Don’t be imposed on with

and

POR CHILDREN.

series of juvenile

scriptions should begin with the November

and

that are allowed
and chose which

ure in spring in betier order even,
butter of

COMEDIES

A fine

ever been lost.
Begt of References, Send
for particulars if you have money to loan. N. B. Costs advanced, interest kept up, and prin.
cipalfguaranteed in ease of foreclosure:
Address

are kept in good condition and are turned to past.

essential to produce
large quantity.

An account of the life of * Tad” Lincoln.
By Noan Brooks, author of *“ The Boy Emi-

other

cines

eo

$2.50 Per Year, Postpaid.
Aar-Sample copies sent free on application.
Address

ILLUSTRATED CHRISTIAN WEEKLY,
©.
180 NASSUA ST; NEW YORK.

to gray hair,
a

RIVER.

BEST LANDS

aving
Buy are’our Michigan Lands,
SOLL
CLIMATE
HEALTHFUL,
Markets in the wortd almost at oa

Farmers 1 || Bh

buyin

KAU,

Te

, |

HOUSE,

grants.”

number.

:

the profits

war.

instruction for hoys and girls, with popular

>
a

difference in

VILIERS !

features and departments,
x
Price £1.00 a year; 25 cents a number.
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$15; Oat Straw §¢; Western Timothy, new $17 &

A Vermont dairyman says that gilt-edged butter
cannot be made irom cows thin in flesh or poorly
fed.
Thisis the experience of every farmer who
has given attention to the matter of feeding dairy
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A serial story of the Mississippi floods of 1883.
Ry E. 8. ELr1s, formerly editor-of *“.Goken -

standard remedies, making
a remarkable non-alcoholic
tonic, which will cure Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Malaria,

Do,
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BAKER, author of “ His Majesty, Myself,” ¢tc.
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tonic, together with
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A BRAND NEW NOTION.
A capital and novel play. By WirLniam M,

Brown's IRON BITTERS is
composed of Iron in soluble
form; Cinchona the great
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THE STORY OF ROBIN HOOD.
account of the, famous yeoman.
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MAURICE THOMPSON, author of ** The Witch.
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the 13th Century.
By FRANK R. STOCKTON,
formerly assistant editor of ST. NICHOLAS, ap.

tended
with
weakness, depression of spirits, and loss of .appetite. I have taken several different
medicines, and was treated by prom.
inent Jiysicans for
my liver, kidYoys,
spleen, but I got no relief,
* I thought I would try Brown's Iron
Bitters ; I have now taken one bottle

00 @ 8 40
bac
50 @ 600
a 550
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@ 57

315 @ 315; Yellow Eyes, common, 30 @ 310;
Red Kidneys, 2 25 8 2 50.
warm enough to have th whole get slightly soun : Pras.
nada, choice,# bu £1202 125; CanaThe next day, it is warmed up again in the sari da, common9% 4 10; Green Peas, Northern $1 20
in a room

The thunders of the Vatican are, ex-cathedra, usu.
ally aid to be infallible. "This ter fNapplies, in its
broadest acceptation, to the effects of
at worklrenowned preparation, Dr. Graves’ Heart Regu.

preparation.
druggists.

$675@

breast in

pains

A

Brothers’ Tide.-Mill.

serial story by J. T. TROWBRIDGY,
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By geting one
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partial lis;

An historical novelette of girl and boy life in

Mansfield, Ohio, Nov. 26, 1881,
Gentlemen :—1 have suffered with
pam in my side and back, and
t

650
800

The

formerly editor of *.Our -Young Folks,” and
author of ¢* The Jack Hazard Stories,” etc.

bottle of BRowN’ IroN BirTERS, and taking it regularly.
according to directions.
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Northern Fair to good
© Do,
Commony..ceeeeesss
Western, choice.........

“ It takes. so long to churn butter in winter
What is the remedy 2” We quote from * Hazard”
Butter-Making;” the method there given for pre

way to the desired

A nég

CHEESE.

gérous affections of the stomach, kidneys and liv.
er by this great medicine chant its praises. Hunt's
Remedy can truly say, * I lead out of weakness
| and disease1 into ealth.” Par excellence the Dirigo medicine,
:

edical
$1. At

428

in, patents.....725@

..600 @

PREPARING REAM FOR CHURNING
IN WINTER.

grees, aud then placed

How?

400

N. Y., choice,
Vermont, choice,

Remedy. It can truly say
ead” in point of
worth, merit and cures effected, and it 18 rapidly
aseiming the lead in sales. In all cases of kidne
or liver troubles, in all urinary complaints, it is
simply
invaluable and unapproachable.
Physi.

Jator.
Heart
disease, po matter how aggravated
or long standing, is always cured by this wonder-

extras..... Teveinarers .

Minnesota and Ws

time, morning, noon and night.”

to a temperature of from

The Tinkham

.

Soreness oa m

WHEATS.

Minnesota, DAKEr§e.csceecseeecnneins +550

to two

friend Dr, Michael Foster,of Trinity College,
ambridge, a legacy of $5,000 to be used for
the promotion of science, Dr. Foster will
found with it either an annual prize ur a recurrent scholarship.
li

*

Common

But this mess she will drink almost

folks is invited to the following

of attractions:

can change it if you

choose.

Produce Report.

SPRING

FINEST

printed.

will be much the finest ever issued, and the at.
tention of -all parents and all reading you

¥

FLOUR.
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B= With Diamond Dyes any lady can get as
most important yet beld in that city.
The
dyer. Every dye
wood carving. done by ladies was one of its good results as the best practical
most prominent features.
ke warranted true to name and sample. The electric-light machinery caused the death of
The New York Academy of design holds an
a workmen in Rochester, N.
v
exhibition from Oct. 23 to Nov. 18,

M. Chevreul, the French scientist, is now in
his ninety-sixth year, and yet spends eight
bonre daily in his laboratory, besides doing

he

one quart

you

—

Western superfine. ..ceeecescerieeesss..350 @

BESTAND

for children ever

new volume, which begins with the November

are tired of that kind of life,

by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eges, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 3,
Quincv Market, Béston.
:
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Oct. 21, 1882,

Re;

any time and ask for more.
The amount of thi
drink necessary is an ordinary water-pailful ata

game tothe barn in the fall.

Personal.

Convention,

atthe rate of

which

ed alike.”

In the Prussian elections the Liberals gained
thirty seats in the Diet.

emperanece Union

in

that
fanthat
but-

The seyenth session of the Johns Hopkins
University opened with seventy new students :

The catalogue contains

Boston

MAGAZINK

vay

of both Englang

number, and opens with a colored frontispiece

of

The Markets.

and America, as TH

You can continue feeling
- miserable and good for nothing, and no one but your~ self can find fault, but if you

TRUEX,
v9

illinois aod St. Louis straights........ 55

cream will not be churned and some wasted in.
to the bautter-milk. Such cream should be thin-

bers,..besidesa number of brass etchings of
considerable merit, panels, and crayon
portraits hung in the alcoves.
Ouly a few of the
works are of pronounced merit,

his recent indisposition.

stirred

Farmer” says
is wanted in a
after taking all
260 pounds of

salted,

B

that itis

The Pope bas instituted at Cairo a school
for the education of young Egyptians te the
Catholic priesthood.
Jesuits are in charge.
A similar school is to be established in Jerusalem, and a third at Mossal, in Mesopotamia.

exhibition.

single teaspoonful

For sale by all druggists, and E.
208 Pearl St, New York.
3

fp

and slightly

very thirsty.

COR.

The Second Exhibition of the New ‘England
Manufacturers
and
Mechanics’
Institute,
which opened Sept. 6, continues open until
Nov.
The Institute gracefully acknowledges
the potential influence of art among our people
to-day, by appropriating. two large, specially
constructed
galleries in its spacious new
building to the exhibition of paintings. - The
Fine Art Department
is placed under the
efficient direction of Mr. H. R. Burdick, the
artist, who, at the Mechanics’ Fair, last year,
made the first successful attempt to sell paintings at a formal public exhibition in Boston
since the landing of the Pilgrims.
He has already sold a number of works at the present

-a

ress and Elie

‘| ed by the

and pains, wouldn't you
rather feel fresh :and strong?

this Jelly than by double tlie quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not Jeiect

the effects of it,.and she will become so attached io
the diet as to refuse to drink clear water unleis

The Fifty-Third
Exhibition of the Penn.
Academy of the Fine Arts will be open to the
public from Oct. 23 to Dee. 9.

;

secured to the patient by

tried this daily practice, that your cow will give
twen Sy-five per cent. more milk immediately under

The King of Italy bas signed a decree establishing p modern art gallery for the capital.
It willbe in receipt of a Government grant,
£4,000 a year.
With prices as they
are, it
seems improbable that the collection will be
wholly composed of masterpieces.

‘

OIL JELLY"

household amusement, and harmless fon “will

find these in ST. NICHOLAS, which is recogniz-

worri out, instead of aches

& CO.

York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercufar
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit

"gallons of water. ‘You will find if you have nst

“Science and Are.

It is asserted in Alexandria that only by the
execution of the rebel leaders can tranquillity

Dr.

QUERU’S COD LIVER

not serve as food.—Amei-

Adgriculturist.

Instead of feeling tired and

Headache, Sour Stom-

Aporoved by the Academy of Medicine of New

litteris usualy

fattening to such an extent

A writer in the ‘“Bouthern
his cow gives all the milk that
ilyof eight, and that from it,
is required for other purposes,

President Carter of Williams College compelled the sophomores to ‘pass a resolution
permitting the freshmen to carry
cgnes.
The
freshmen, however, refused to accept a privilege obtained in such a manner.

at Mata-

1. COODWIN

Midigestion, Constipation, Torpid
s &c¢., no medicine is equal to
Laver, Biliousn
Dr. Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters.

"HOW TO MAKE 0OWS GIVE MILK.

Miss Swift of the Kensington School of Art,
England, has arrived in ¢ iicago, and assumed
the ‘position of superintendent of the Decorative Art Society. Miss Swift has established a
number of schools of needlework in Scotland
ind England, and is probably the finest teacher of needlework in America.

Baker Pacha is perfecting his plans for the
reorganization of the Egyptian army.’

S

ach, Dyspepsia,

Gi

the whole bpumber is now 186; of the 449
graduates, 110 are now instructors in colleges
and vuiversities. Dr. Wm. B. Carpenter, the
eminent moglish physiologist, was present at
Upward of 350 presidential commissions of the opening and addressed the students. .
po'mesters will expire during the next sesThe Rev. Dr. Robins, formerly President of
sion of Congress.
5
Colby University, has returned from Europe
Mrs. Dr, Edson has presented a claim against
much jmproved in health, and entered upon
the Garfield estate of $10,000 for services renhis duties at. Rochester University.
dered during the illness of the late President.

beestored.

r

both health and comfort.

hard to believe it does

PARENTS
who desire “entertainin
wholesome reading for their children, and youns
folks who enjoy accounts of travel and adver.
ture, historical incidents, storles,
pictures

health and avoid sickness.

last.

De-Baxter’s Mandrake

broken fine and mixed with the cooked feed, is in
excellent regulator and tonic, aiding digestion,aid

George J.. Holyoake, the English social reformer, has recently given an ‘address before
the students of the State University at Lawrence, Kan.
!

Russia is endeavoring to extend its influence
in Eastern Roumelia.

3

—Your agent was here

As a sure remedy’for Sick

Push fattening hogs forward as rapidly as posible. Keep them warm and cleanly. Charcoal,

Mr. Halloway, an ~Eongtishman, has given
$2,000.000 to endow an institution for the higher education of women.

Miscellaneons.

will promote

Do.

;

YOUNG FOLKS.

thirteen

Bitters.
We sol't them and{they gave extraordinary satisfaction.
Would like note oF then} there:
fore
please write us the pri
he quantity.

strewn in sheep sheds, to the distress of the shee,
unless they have hard places to lie upon, became
their feet and legs get so hot. A few platforns
like old doors, which can be shifted about eve'y
few days by turning over, will be greatly enjoydl,

The value of breadstuffs exported from the
United States in September was $24,506,067.

Cari

Union Pier, Mich.

seaked, or

The movement is to be decided

Hence much

It stands

winter and sold us some of

“ physicked.” = Nature is the best physician.
-Sheép should have airy, well-littered sheds, wih
plenty of sunshine, and protected from snow. (he
great advantage of keeping sheep is to conxet
into manure.

world.

3
- Always
Telegram."

Special

be less likely to fall offmuch in flesh, thai if

straw

used

inches high, and is five years of age.

Tre -object of feeding usually is toget

be varied by feeding cooked,

in the

we pro-

I Tings.

ST. NICHOLAS

For five

care' have

The Baroness Burdett Coutts-Bartlett owns the

smallest pony

over-feeding, let starvation be the cure. Thus he
animal will soon take to feeding ‘again, but vill

Baptist

Sir:

my

edy for throat and lung troubles.

Work hoses

be made.

volumes during

MoNDaY, O€T. 23.——1It is reported from
Peru that Montero still adheres to his intention of continuing the war with Chili, unless
reasonable terms of peace are granted.
It is
also stated that the Peruvian colony in Paris
has raised $1,000,000 to aid Pierola, and "that
he will declare himself diclator, as soon as he
lands on Peruvian soil.

moras, Mexico.

should be rulbed

ter were made this vear.
This is in part his treat.
ment of the cow:
‘If you desire to geta larse

over a thousand volumes.

SATURDAY,
OcT. 21.— General Wolseley
leaves
Alexandria
for
England.—Tidal
movements in the State of Panama, Central
America, wipe out several villages and islands;
there is great loss of life.——A violent storm
visits the Gulf of Mexico.——Opposition to
the Longfellow memorialis manifesting itself
in London.
;

its appearence

they

church was given Thursday evening, Oct. 12.’
The theological students enjoyed-a similar one
the following Monday evening. Of late, much
improvement has been made on the campus.
A compuny of workmen have filled and graded
the pond in the corner of the college grounds.
L. D. Wishard, of New'York, addressed
a
large number of college and theological students in the chapel, Monday evening, Oct. 16.
The principal object of the address was to
persuade the College
Christian Association
here to unite itself
with the
International College Young Men's Christian Association...
This question has been discussed before, and
its advantages and disadvantages carefully estimated
; # this‘ meeting, however, many reasons
Were presented in favor of the union,so
that at an informal meeting of the Association,
‘held later, a committee, previously appointed
to investigate the matter, submitted their report and very strongly advised the change to

Wishard is,a graduate of Princeton.

FripAY, Oct.
20.—The Horse and. Life
Guards return from Egypt and are accorded an
enthusiastic reception as they march through
the streets of London.——The Oakbank Cotton
mill, near Macclesfield. England is destroyed by
fire, the property loss aggregating $250,000.

hus made

in warm,

dry meal, as the case may be; with hay and ross,
Take great care not to over-feed, and in cas¢of

Tracy, ’82,
who
entered the Theological
School this fall, has accepted a position as
teacher at Wells, Me._ The library of Nichols
Latin School has received over a hundred new

THURSDAY, Oct. 19.—The Bey of Tunis
“is seriously ill.——Cholera is raging at Tabasco,
Mexico.—Earl Spencer, lord lieutenant of IreJand, has commuted
the death -Semtence of
- Walsh, who was convicted as accessory to the
murder of Constable Kavanagh, to penal servitude for life.
t

Cholera

brought

dislikes.

ed offers to go to Kentucky..to canvass fora
Massachusetts book concern the, coming vacation. The annual supper to the students by

is killed and

fatally.———A

When

under

81. NICHOLASi$ above ying

duce in the same line.”—LONDON

Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam, and
sweat eaily. have, I think, found it second to no other rem-

their winter coats,

dry and blanketed for an hour.

Bates College.
if
- Quite a number of the students have accept-

fatal collision be-

sn engine

one

DR. F. W. KiNsmAN,—Dear
years the students

ticsor qualities of public speaking.”
The. lec. the animal to eat all that he will digest well. Heice
a variety should always be at hand, and the raton
ture was replete with the professor’s bappy

Cotton
planters’
Association
will
hold a
world’s centennial cotton exposition in 1884.
——1It is now stated that the -thefts of Phipps,
ex-superintendent of the Philadelphia almshouse, amount to $650,000.
.
SATURDAY,OCT. 21.——A

Horses, with

-

~dent Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female
College, Kent’s Hill, Me.
2

hearts here have a warm interest in. this mis- | waste.
ne
sion work. The second leetyre of the course | In feeding for beef, the: notions of each aninal
should be consulted—bis preferences. likes, @d
by Prof. Fullonton was given Friday morning,

20.—Two freight trains are
Hudson River
Railroad at
Y.,
damaging
property

:$80,000.——Tne

1882.

' From Rev. H. P. Torsey, D.D., LL. D., Presi-

Association,addressed many of the students and" should not be blanketed in the stable, but carriage
professors of the Theological School and Col- | horses, or those used only upon the road, ma’ be
lege on the subject of missions.
The lecture
kept warmly blanketed, for though by this theybe.
was well received. = A mission organization,
come more sensitive to cold, and must have nore
care, yet their coat does not' grow so close ind
as the fruit of the lecture, was formed Wedneslong, and they are much less likely to sweat when.
day evening by the students of the Theological
driven. Ground or crushed oats go farther,
are
School.
Its aimiis to secure a better acquaintbetter digested, and mix better with other fed
ance with mission matters.
The meetings are
than whole ones. ~They are the best winter fed
to occur the Wednesday evening before the
for horses, but may be mixed with. corn or bailey
first Sunday of each month.
The topic of meal or wheat-bran and migdlings for work hones
study for the next meeting is India. Young
to advantage.
Whole grain is not Ted withyut

18.—There are fifty-
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WEDNESDAY,

Oct. 18, Mr. L. D.
College Secretary of

thé International Committeeof the Young Men’s
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governor.—— President

and Frome,
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Theological School.

Wednesday afternoon,
Wishard, of New York,
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TUESDAY, OCT. 17.—John B. Gough is ill.
~The yellow fever is spreading in Vensacoprohibitionists
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